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PREFACE 
The pr@blem ef the school drepout has, in recent 
times, bec0me a major cencern ef educators in particular 
and the natien in general. Much has been published recent-
ly in both sch0larly journals and po.pular magazines·which 
indicates. that youth who drop eut of sch00l are not only 
unable to cope with the changed demands of the labor force 
and, .thus, are chronicallyunempl0yed, but als0 provide 
negative kinds 0f c0ntributions te the s0ciety in general. 
These y0ung pe0ple are c0mmonly asseciated with suchl@cal 
and national preblems as delinquency, increased crime rate, 
habitual welfare aid, and ether forms of asscial behavier. 
Cencern for a s0luti0n to the sch00l dr0p0ut pr0gram has 
manifested itself in federal legislatien which allows for 
pregrams for the training Qf the high sch00l drepout. One 
such pregram was the Oklahema City Dropout Retraining Pro-
gram,.whese sub~ects were involved in this study. 
The principal objectives of this study were to·in-
vestigate the change in personal and social adjustment 
which came abeut in these retraining.subjects and in sub-
jects whe received no training, and examine the relatien-
ship of such changes te certain specific pers@nal and 
family histery characteristics. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This thesis reports a body of work done relevant to 
the personal and social adjustment change brought about 
through a retraining program designed for high school drop-
outs. It examines certain.variables which are felt to be 
particularly salient in adjustment change in this specific 
group of young people. 
For some time Americans, and educators, most particu-
larly, have been concerned and aware of the school dropout. 
It would seem that it has only been in comparatively recent 
history, post World War II, that we as a nation have under-
taken a concerted effort to deal with the problem of the 
school dr0pout and its.multiple ramifications. Daniel 
Schreiber, (50, p.2) Director of Project: Scho@l Dropouts 
for the National Education Ass0ciati0n, states: 
For all its current urgency in the public con-
cern, dropout is no rare phenomenon. It is doubt-
less an inevitable fact of the educational process~-
and probably will be, so long as "successful" high 
school graduation is. no.t compulsory. In the his-
t0ry of American public education, it has been a 
small enough issue, for the reason (among others) 
that, until fairly recently, the dropouts have out-
numbered the graduates. Ironically, this century 
has witnessed a steady and impressive growth in 
school retention rates, i.e., in the proportion of 
ninth-grade pupils.who achieve their high school 
diplomas four years.later. At the turn of the cen-
tury, for example, not more than 6 or 7 of every 100 
ninth grade students graduated feur years later. 
By~930·the proportion had risen to one-half; at 
preE:ient, it-stands at about two-thirds. But it is 
the problem, .· not the fact, . ef drepeut which is . new 
and c0ntemp0r,ary. And this _problem, though it re-
vives a range of fundamental educational questi0ns, 
is initially posed by forces and contingencies 
largely extrinsic to the scheol. 
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The effectiveness with which the problem.is met is 
believed to be of most crucial significance to the national 
well-being and the domestic security @f the country in gen-
.eral. This view is expressed by many leading ·figures-in 
American public life. 
The late President John F. Kennedy did,-. on numerous 
.occasions, speak publicly of his concern. In his "State of 
the Union" message to Cengress on cJanuary-14, 1963,_Presi-
dent Kennedy (40) .commented as follows: 
The future of any country which is dependent on 
the will and wisdom of its citizens is damaged, and 
·irreparably damaged, whenever any ef its children is 
-net educated te the fullest extent of his capacity, 
from grade scheel through graduate scheel. -Today, 
an estimated four out ef every ten students in the 
fifth grade will not even finish high scheol--and 
that is a waste we cannot afford. 
In addition, there is no reason why one million 
young Americans,.eut of sch@ol and out of work, 
should all remain.unwanted and often untrained on 
eur city streets-when their energies can be put to 
geed use. 
If the flurry ef activity surrounding the various 
peverty. programs which are about to get urnierway is an 
acceptable criterion, the current administration's feelings 
and attitudes are little different than those expressed by 
the late president. There are -five federal pre.grams under 
Sargent Shriver's Office of Economic Opportunity which have 
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as a primary goal the assistance of culturally deprived 
youth. It is this group which has the highest incidence of 
dropouts • 
. Those who are to be served in the kinds of projects 
sponsored by poverty legislation have the same types ef 
descriptive phrases applied to them, and the same environ-
mental correlates seem to be involved as for these in the 
school dropout group. Some of the more common parallels 
have been pointed out as: (1) reading retardation, (2) 
grade retention, (3) subject failure, (4) lower intelli-
gence, (5) family attitudes--lower economic level, occupa-
tion of parents, siblings, (6) school--size, organization, 
-lecation, double sessions, (7) self image, (8) dislike of 
schoel, and (9) lack of interest in school. (30) (35,p.272) 
Significantly, it has been indicated that the drop-
out problem has very. intrinsic relationships to several 
political, economic and social problems which are of cur-
rent .concern. 
The high rate of draft rejectees has become a matter 
of specific cencern fer the Armed Services. Most particu-
larly, the matter of increased rejections because ef per-
sonality disorder is a subject 0£ intensive investigatien. 
Dr. John H. Roher, (50, pp.54-60) who is studying this 
problem, states: 
If one were to eliminate those adolescents who 
had drepped out of school at the tenth grade level 
or lower, one would eliminate approximately eighty 
per cent of the personality disorder discharges from 
the armed services. 
General George Walton (65) of the United States Selective 
Service Commission relates that: "One of every four exam-
inees are rejected for failing the written Air Force Quali-
fying Test." Further, of those who were examined in the 
first half of 1962, fifty-eight percept failed the physi-
cal or mental examination. The General feels: 
Of all those who fail the Air Force Quali:f_y_:l_:ng 
Test, the most tragic,. it seems to .me, are the 
_yoµ11,g men sh0wn PY further tests to be indeed illit-
erate but still quite intellJ_gent. Some of these 
are foreign-born but have not _yet mastered the Eng-
lish langua_ge. But most of them are native American$ 
. who have not had, · or somehow did not grasp, the 
opportunity.t0 acquire an adequate education. 
It is not uncommon to say, as Schreiber (46),is often 
quoted, that 11All juvenile delinquents are not dr0pouts nor 
are all dropouts juvenile delinquents. 11 Rec0gnition must 
be made, however, of the increased frequency of delinquency 
among dropouts. Juvenile delinquency.is ten times more 
frequent among dropouts than among high school graduates. 
The following excerpt fr0m the report @f the President's 
Committee on Juvenile Delinquency and Crime (40) Qffers 
further evidence of the c@nnection between dropouts and 
juvenile delinquency: 
The relationship between inadequate schooling, 
difficulty in securing employment and delinquency.is 
obviously an imp0rtant @ne. It has been estimated 
that 95% of the 17 year old delinquents are scho@l 
dropouts, 85% of the 16 year olds, and 50% of the 15 
year olds. 
The problem of unemployment is particularly salient 
to the drop0ut. It is conservatively estimated that the 
non-graduate is three to five times more susceptable to 
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lay-off and unemployment than is his graduated counterpart. 
Miller (35, p.281) states, "About five times as many boy 
dropouts as graduates were at the lowest end of the wage 
$Cale." A report of the Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare (37) indicates that, during the past decade, 
jobs filled by high school graduates rose by thirty per 
cent, while jobs for those with no secendary school educa-
tion decreased by twenty-five per cent. 
Conant (10) reports in one large city slum area 
there was a sixty-three per cent unemployment rate for 
male dropouts between the ages of seventeen and nineteen 
years of age. He further indicates that forty-seven per 
cent of the same age grcrnp in the same area who were high 
school graduates are als0 unemployed. Although there is 
an apparent difference in the ,rates for the twe gr@ups, 
these·kinds of data indicate that the high school diploma, 
per se, may not be the t~tal answer to .the problem of 
youth employment. 
If one were to project the current status of the 
dropout into 1970 and 1980, his future looks even less 
bright. 
The latest projections by the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics indicate that the labor force may grow 
from 77 million in 1964 te 86 million in 1970, and 
to 101 million in 1980. 
This increase of 24 million workers in 16 
years means adding li million jobs a year, on the 
average, in order merely to absorb the growth in 
labor fGrce. Such an increase w0uld d0 nothing 
to offset the effects of increasing preductivity 
or to reduce the level of unemployment. (12) 
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There is also ample evidence that dropouts are prod-
ucts of unemployed and marginally employed parentage. In 
short, dropouts tend to produce dropouts, and unemployed 
tend to rear unemployed. (47, p.5) These twe groups, tne 
dropeuts and the unempleyed, although they are statisti-
cally tal;)ulated as.separate groups in most instances, d0 
in fact incorp@rate a high proportion of the same people. 
(46) This is illustrated by supporting statements fer the 
Economic Oppertuni ty Act, ( 17) whic,h reveal that 11ef some 
three million children and families receiving public assis-
tance in 1961 under Aid to Dependent Children.(A.D.C.) pro-
grams, forty per cent were descended from grandparents who 
received similar aid. 
The preceding introductery data is included to indi-
cate the general importance of the problem and to provide 
an initial background fer the general understanding of the 
greup of youth with which this study is concerned. 
7 
Statement of the Problem 
It is well documented that the dropout is, to a great 
extent, a product of a different cultural milieu than the 
so-called normal.or average student enrolled or high school 
graduated person in the American society. Recognition is 
made of fundamental differences in values, attitudes, and 
aspirations in numerous publications. 
The problem herein investigated deals with the per-
sonal-social adjustment change which has. come about in the 
retraining students as a result of participation.in the 
Oklahoma City Dropeut Retraining Program. 
The training program which is considered in this 
study was neither designed nor operated in such a fashion 
as to deal with or attempt to change these variables in 
any specific, expressed 0r overt manner. No specific 
curricular incorporations were made or intensive counsel-
ing services provided. 
Further, the relationship of persenal-s0cial adjust-
ment change to certain selected persenal and family.his-
tory characteristics is investigated. These characteris-
tics are some of those which have been mest freq_uently 
identified by researchers in the field as being particu-
larly salient. Specifically, those persenal and family 
history characteristics which will be considered in rela-
tion to personal-social adjustment change include: {l) 
length of time between school dropout ana retraining 
. .._,,' 
pregram, (2) employment while in the retraining program, 
(3) highest grade completed before dropping frem the 
academic schoel program, (4) autemobile ewnership, (5) 
primarily rural or urban backgreund, (6) marital status 
and children.of the retraining student, (7) income level 
af parents er home, (8) parents er heme situation, (9) 
level of education of father and mether. Finally, com-
parisons were made of the different effects en personal-
social adjustment change for the varied education programs 
undertaken by the dropeuts and the duration of these pre-
grams. 
· In order t® facilitate the investigation of the 
Oklahoma City Dropout Retraining Program, it was neces-
sary to make some specific group divisiens. The term 
experimental gr0up is used to designate the total number 
of students underg0ing retraining. The experimental group 
is further subdivided in accerdance with the type of re-
training they received. The academic enly subgreup are· 
those students who underwent high schoel subject matter 
classw0rk for a peri0d of three hours per day, five days 
a week for fo~ty~three weeks. The vocatienal only sub-
group are those students who participated in one of the 
nine vocational training programs offered. These programs 
required five hours per day, five days per week" but the 
number of weeks varied accerding to the program pursued. 
(See Table I) The combinati@n subgroup are these students 
who participated in both of the aferementioned subgroups 
for a total of eight hours per day. The total control 
group is designated as that group which received no treat-
9 
·ment or minimal treatment. The ne treatment subgroup are 
those who were never enrellea. er a.id net participate in 
the program. The second subgroup of the contrels are those 
students who began but withdrew befere completing fifteen 
per cent ef their pregram. 
The term early and late post testing is used to 
refer te the twG time periods when the pest test battery 
was given. The early post tests were administered after 
twenty-six weeks of the total program was completed, be-
cause at this time feur of the vocatienal classes were ter-
minated. One-half of the academic only greup was included. 
The late post testing was administered in the last month 
of retraining for those pr0grams which terminated at a 
later date (See Table I). 
These clarificatiens ef terms are made to provide 
direction for the reading of the hypotheses which are 
stated in the next section. Further descriptiens are pre-
vided in Chapter III. 
The hypotheses state the specific investigations 
that were made relevant to those variables included in the 
statement of the problem. 
Hypotheses 
1. There will be ne significant difference between the 
total experimental group and total control group in: 
A. C@mposite persGnal and social adjustment change 
B. Personal adjustment change 
C. Social adjustment change 
2. There will be no significant difference between.the 
total experimental group and the early re-dropout 
control group in: 
A. Composite personal and social adjustment change 
B. Persenal adjustment change 
C. Social adjustment change 
J. There will be ne significant difference between the 
total experimental group and then@ treatment control 
group·in: 
A. Composite personal-social adjustment change 
B. Personal adjustment change 
C. Social adjustment change 
4. There will be no significant differences between .the 
experimental treatments ( academ:j..c, . v0catiizmal, and 
combined)· in: 
A. Composite personal-social adjustment change 
B. Pers0nal adjustment change 
C. Social adjustment change 
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5. There will be no significant difference between groups 
divided as t@ the duration of experimental treatment 
rec~ived prior to post testing in: 
A. Composite personal-social adjustment change 
B. Pers0nal adjustment change 
C. Social adjustment change 
6. There will be no significant difference between the 
control group of people who received early post tests 
and the control group who received late post tests in: 
A. Composite personal-social adjustment change 
B. Personal adjustment change 
C. Social adjustment .change 
7. There will be no significant difference between the 
groups divided on the personal history characteristics 
indicated below in: 
A. Composite personal-social adjustment change 
B. Personal adjustment change 
C. S0cial adjustment change 
Division of groups on personal history characteristics 
will be made on the following ·bases: 
A. Length 0f time between scheol dropout and retrain-
ing program. 
B. Employment while in.the retraining program 
C. Highest grade completed before dropping from the 
academic school program 
D. Automobile ownership 
E. Primarily rural or urban background 
F. Marital status and children of the retraining 
student 
8. There will be no significant difference between the 
groups divided en the family histery characteristics 
indicated below in: 
A. Composite personal-social adjustment change 
B. Personal adjustment change 
C. Social adjustment change 
Division of groups on family history characteri~tics 
will be made on the following bases: 
A. Income level of parents or home 
B. Parents or home situation 
C. Level of education of father and mother 
12 
Limitations of the Study 
The initial limitation.of the study is that imposed 
by the selection procedures used in ebtaining those stu-
aents-whe have undergene retraining. The Oklahema Employ-
ment Security Commission was the selection agency respon-
sible fer precurement of candidates for the program. 
Minimal sc0re achievement-0n the General Aptitude Test 
Battery was the basic criterion.used for selectien.of 
trainees inte particular areas of training. Alse, a per-
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sonal interview determined whether there existed any me~tal 
Gr physical deformities which would preclude training. 
No conclusive evidence is obtainable to indicate 
that these who are undergoing training in the project under 
obser~atien are typical of the larger group ef dropouts 
either locally or nationally. Conversely, there is no evi-
dence of an empirical nature that this g-roup, herein dis-
cussed, is atypical. 
Another limitation ef this study is .relatea te 
geography. Most.of those participating-in retraining and 
control group membership are preducts. ®f the state-of Okla-
homa and may bear the same cultural characteristics, in 
seme measure, as the general.pepulation.0f the state. It 
is recegnized that such variables as an agriculturally dom-
inated economy, relatively, low.population concentrations, 
and limited industrial output place definite limitations.up-
on generalizations made to other state or community poptlla-
tions. 
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It must be further stated that the educational and 
training experiences undergone by the trainees is peculiar 
t0 this program and is not identical to any previously 
operated programs, nor is it a product of a stringent, 
perscriptive organizational structure dictated by any of 
the sp0nsoring organizations. It becemes necessary, then, 
to state that a discussion of the program which was. offered 
at Oklahoma City is specifically relevant to that program 
only, and applications to other pregrams.must be made with 
care and consideration for the unique nature of the pro-
gram from which this study is derived. 
The investigator recognizes the limitations.intrQ-
duced in selection.of any single standardized instrument, 
such as the California Test of Personality, used for 
measurement of personal-social adjustment change. It is 
further conceded that the interview method of data collec-
tion, no matter how carefully the instrument is .constructed 
or how c@nscientiously the interview is pursued, c@ntains 
in it·no absolute assurance of the honesty of the respon-
dent. The responses were checked against other data 
sources wherever possible. 
The intent of Chapter I has been.to acquaint the 
reader with the dropout problem in general terms and to 
provide a basis for the examination which is to be made 
in.this study. A background of greater depth and detail 
shall be presented-in the next chapter. The approach to 
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developing the background shall be in the form 0f reviewing 
.the major legislative action relevant to.the problem, fol-
lowed by a discussion of a number of dropout programs and 
studies which are considered to be of some importance. 
The final section of the next chapter is devoted to the 
relationship of person,1 and social a~justment to the 
,. 
problem of dropeut retraining. 
.CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Majer federal'legislation salient t@ the problem 
of dr0pouts is the Manp@wer Development and Training Act 
of 1962. (33) Under Title Tw@, Training and Skill Develop-
ment Programs, Congress auth@rized the expenditure of some 
419 million dollars to be spread over a three year period. 
It was under this act that the Oklahema City Drepeut Re-
training Pr<Dgram, partially investigated in this thesis, 
received its financial support. The ramificatiens of this 
act which are pertinent to this study are discussed more 
fully in Chapter III. 
The mere recent and perhaps mest far reaching legis-
latien is the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, sponsored 
by the Johnson administration. (17) This act autherizes 
a 1965 fiscal expenditure ef 962.5 millien dollars and con-
tains several specifically designated pregrams which are 
aimed at the dropout-age youth. These programs are: 
. 1. The Community Actien Pregram (C.A.:P.). This 
program, under the comparatively recently created 
Office of Ec0n0mic Oppertunity, will make grants 
available te lecal and state erganizations fer pro-
grams of their ewn choosing and design. This 
16 
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program has a current budget of 249 million dollars 
and a proposed 1966 budget of 620 million. The bill 
. makes specific mention of basic education and liter-
acy training. 
2. The Youth Program Section under the Office of 
Economic Opportunity has a total current budget of 
412.5 million dollars and is divided into three 
parts. 
Part A establishes a Job Corps to provide educa-
tion, work experience, and vocational training 
in conservation camps and residential training 
centers. It would enroll 40,000 young men and 
women aged 16 to 21 this year and 100,000 such 
persons next year. It will be administered by 
the Office of Economic Opportunity with a total 
cost of 190 million dollars. 
Part B establishes a Work Training Program under 
which the director of the Office of Economic 
Opportunity would enter into agreements with 
state and local governments or non-profit organ-
izations to pay part 0f the cost of full or 
part-time employment to enable young men and 
women, 16 t0 21, to continue 0r resume their 
education or to increase their employability. 
This program would directly involve 200,000 
young adults. It will be administered by the 
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Labor Department at a total cost of 150 million 
dollars. 
Part C establishes a Work Study Program.under 
which the directer of the Office of Ecenomic 
Opportunity would enter into agreements with 
institutions of higher learning to pay part of 
the cost of part-time employment _for under-
graduate and graduate students from low inceme 
families to permit them to enter· upon.or con-
tinue c0llege level education.· This-weuld in-
volve 140,000 youths the first year and is 
administered by the Department @f-Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare at a total cost of 72.5 
million dollars. 
Other titles of the Econemic Opportunity Act are not 
as definitive in their application to young pe@ple, but 
will have direct as well as indirect effects. upon,dropout 
p0pulations in many sections of the nati@n. Such programs 
as small loans t0 .rural low-inceme families, -- migrant .farm 
,worker aid, small bus:iness loans, :werk .experience programs 
for unemployed fathers, and child day care programs are all 
contributions to the alleviation.of those fact0rs which 
provide many 0f the causes fer y0uths dn~ppirig GJ_ut_ of 
school. Those offices Gm the na_ti@hal 'level-Which are most 
intimately. involved in the dropout prdblerll are 
. . '•, - .· ·'· ,. ., 
U.S. Department ofLabor, (2) thetr.·S~·iI)ep:~rlrri~n,t~fHealth, 
Education and Welfare, ( 3) -' the ~fffcl cbi' '·E:Con~mic Opportunity, 
under the executive wing of the government, and (4) The 
Pr0ject: School Dropouts, which is sponsored by the 
National Education Association and financed by the Ford 
Foundation. 
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The Department of Labor and the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare have jointly administered the Man-
power Act and are assigned a similar role in the Economic 
Opportunity Act. The Department Gf Labor will administer 
the Work Training Program; the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare will administer the Work Study Program 
and the Community Work and Training Programs. The Office 
of Economic Opportunity shall be the administrator of the 
new Job Corps, VISTA, and Community Action Program as well 
as the Migrant Worker Program. 
The Project: School Dropouts pregram, administered 
by Daniel Schreiber, is involved in numerous dropcmt prej-
ects in several locales and ~erves as a coordinating and 
information disseminating force for programs in eperation 
throughout the nation. They describe their functions as 
one of a consultation and clearing house nature. (40) 
An intensive review of the wording of the two major 
pieces of legislation which are herein cGvered and the 
dropout programs they are fostering reveals that limited 
attention is being directed to the persenal and social 
adjustment levels of those whom the pregrams are designed 
to help. This particular factor is one in which this study 
is most interested. The concern for dropouts by legislators 
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and federal pr©gram directors is closely related to such 
variables as unemployment rates, problems created by auto-
mation and techn@logical.progress and various kinds of 
skill training programs for which there is a dearth of per-
sonnel on the labor market. These concerns are evidenced 
most graphically by the purposes stated in the Manpower 
Development and Training Act of 1962: (17) 
1. Evaluate the impact of, and benefits and prob-
lems created by automation, technological progress,, 
and other changes in the structure of production I 
and demand on the use of the Nation's human re-
sources; establish techniques and meth0ds for de-
tecting in advance the potential impact of such 
developments; devel@p solutions to these pr@blems 
and publish findings pertaining thereto; 
2. Establish a pregram of f'actual studies of prac-
tices of employers and unions which tend t® impede 
the mobility.of workers er which facilitate mobility, 
including but n©t limited to early retirement and 
vesting provisions and practices under private com-
pensation plans; the extension of health, welfare, 
and insurance benefits to laid-off workers; the 
operation of severance pay plans; and the use of 
extended leave plans for education and training 
purposes. A report on.these studies shall be in-
cluded as a part ©f the Secretary 1 s report required 
under section·l04. 
3. Appraise the adequacy of the nati0n's.manp0wer 
development efforts to meet foreseeable manpower 
needs and recommend needed adjustments, including 
meth0ds for premoting the mest .effective eccupa-
tional utilization.of and previding useful work ex-
perience and training opportunities for untrained 
and inexperienced youth; 
4. Pr@mote, encourage, or directly engage in pro-
grams of information and communication concerning 
manpower re,quirements, development, and utilization, 
including prevention and amelieration @f undesirable 
manpewer effects from automation .and Gther techne-
logical developments and improvement of the mobility 
of werkers; and 
5. Arrange for the conduct ef such research and 
investigati0ns as give pr0mise of furthering ·the 
objective of this Act. 
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Note may be made that within the stated purposes of 
this act there is.no mention of such items as personality 
variables, value orientations, .or social attitudes. In 
view of these expressed purposes, it is not inconsistent 
to find the training programs·which are outgr0wths of this 
bill include little consideration for personal or socially 
related kinds of variables. Examination.of programs 
reveals a paucity of designs which deal with such content 
as attitudes, values, the seciety, or feelings. Further, 
these kinds of variables seem to be omitted as criteria for 
measuring program success or as being expressly desired 
goals in dropout retraining. · On the other hand, it seems 
to be comceded by. those invelved with dr0pout .retraining 
from the upper echelons of the administration to the local 
· level operating program.that .the dr0pout is in part a 
product of deprivation, less than adequate parental home 
si tuatiens, hist0ries of inadequate .social and scheol adjust-
ment, poor motivation, and indefinit~, ill-defined educa-
tional, vocational and life goals. 
Researchers investigating dropeuts compared to non-
dropouts in a large metropolitan high school in Atlanta, 
Georgia, found that, "The personal adjustment of 'with-
drawals' toward their school, home and family, .and health 
is poorer than.that of the 'n0n-withdrawals 1 • 11 (11} 
Davie (15), investigating social class facters in 
schoel attendance, found that dropouts increase sharply 
with each dewnward step of a six step social scale. One 
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of the three factors he stressed as providing major impetus 
to this downward trend was "a configuration of beliefs, 
values and attitudes pertaining to the purpose and value 
of education." Similar social attitude differences are 
pointed up frequently in Hollingshead's Elmtown's Youth. 
{ 25, pp. 83-203.) 
As part 0f the pre-test data analysis of the Okla-
homa City Dropout Retraining Program, a composite profile 
of median scores was prepared on the California Test of 
Personality for the experimental groups. This profile re-
veals that upon entry into the program the students as a 
group scored well below the norm median on all but two of 
the fifteen scales. The areas of Self Reliance and Know-
ledge of Social Skills, although higher than other scales, 
were still below the median of the normal population. The 
profile, which appears 0n the following page, reveals that 
the group undergoing retraining was indeed atypical in terms 
of personal and social adjustment at the outset of their 
programs. It is noted that such a profile very probably 
could have been hypothesized from the studies and data 
which are cited elsewhere in this report. 
With these factors in mind, an examination of drop-
out programs in operation will indicate how the problem of 
personal-social adjustment change is treated in other sec-
tors of the c0untry. A review of programs indicate that 
some sixteen projects now underway for which reports were 
available neither me~tion measurement of personality or 
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attitudinal variables nor include in their retraining plan 
a treatment or assessment program. Evaluation of such 
variables by reading the reports and/or designs of these 
projects is difficult. However,. it is noteworthy that 
omission of professional counseling services, guidance facil-
ities, and social-personal adjustment curricular activities 
was the rule of these programs. 
It is probably unfair to dropout programs currently 
in operation to state emphatically that no consideration 
is being given to personality and attitudinal variables. 
Some programs which have not provided specific treatment 
along these lines do report that improvement is noted in 
students in attitude toward retraining, .ability to hold a 
job, and optimism for the future. Reports from.The Kansas 
City Work Study Research Program indicate: 
At this point, w.e are gratified with the 
progress made by the boys in the program. They are 
developing good werk habits and attitudes while 
learning certain skills at the same time. Many of 
the boys are developing a sense of pride in their 
work and can now recognize a job well done. . (49) 
The report on the Ken-Gar, Maryland program, which features 
the field work technique of sending social workers into the 
high dropout area, states: 
Teachers of the schools attended by the chil-
dren from Ken~Gar, who early began to notice marked 
improvements in attitude and performance and a de-
cline in disciplinary cases, now hold periodic con-
ferences with the parent helpers to coordinate 
efforts and to share information about individual 
pupils. ( 49) 
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The Everett Plan of Everett, Massachusetts, states 
as one of its goals 11 to assist youth in identifying the 
elements of life planning that contribute to success, con-
tinued growth and happiness. TT The plan was . introduced, 
developed and coordinated by the Chamber of Commerce, and 
no specific guidance or testing functions are provided. 
The director of guidance of the Everett Public Schools 
states that he feels 11 the Everett Plan can be a supplemen-
tary asset to the work of the guidance department. Ti ( 19) 
The San Francisco Special Cooperative Work-Experience 
Program.is designed to coordinate youth employment with 
school work and a110w the student to continue in school or 
the dropout to return. In terms of goals, it is stated 
that, TTThe ultimate objective of the program.is that each 
.trainee will develop strenger work habits, dignity, and 
self-respect while participating·in the training program.n 
(44) 
A particularly unique design is the 1TBoy Builders of 
Bloomington!! plan which is operated as a corporation and 
draws upon wives and retired faculty members of the Univer-
sity of Indiana. Its program states, TTEach boy will have 
an individual tutor or counselor, using the wives of fac-
ulty members or retired teachers, to whom he will lo0k for 
guidance and assistance. 11 (3) 
The training pregram in eperation at Virginia State 
College, Norfolk Division, provides an excellent e~ample 
of curricular considerations being made which are ~esigned 
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to develop personal values and bring about attitudinal 
changes. (4) The "hard-cere unemployed" is the pool from 
which their subjects are drawn, and the authors of the 
program,indicate their feeling that it is necessary to 
"inculcate the concepts necessary for understanding the 
behavior of eneself and others and for understanding the 
dynamics of human groups." To facilitate the pursuit of 
this goal, special curricula on human relation were o,ffered 
in addition to the skills training. The following are 
excerpts frem the General Outline and a Sample Unit frem 
this section ef the training program,. which serves to 
illustrate the program designers' attempt to deal with 
attitudes as well as persenal-social adjustment. 
Course Outline,.Occupatienal Information 
and·Human Relations 
I. General Objectives 
A. Te offer practical inf$rm~tion .pertaining 
t® our "Work WorldTT that will be supple-
mentary.ta the shep training. 
"••••••••••••••••eeeG1 
II. Specific Objectives 
A. To develop on the part of theee adults a 
clear understanding and appreciation of--
1. Job entry requirements 
2. General requirements for advancement on 
the jeb . 
. 3. Some policies or procedures used in hir-
ing workers ••. 
4. Labor-management relationships 
5. Some acceptable procedures used in apply-
ing for a job. 
6. Some reasons why workers are fired or 
dismissed. 
7. Some reasons why workers are given pro-
metions. 
8. Laws and business procedures that are 
directly applicable to male adult workers 
who are heads of families or·households. 
I. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
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9, Safety (on and off the job safety prac-
tices). 
10. Employment outlook. 
B. To develop on the part of these adults a de-
sire to use the above cited experiences to 
improve their personal and family status. 
Sample Units, Occupational Information 
and Human Relations 
Some Basic Acceptable Occupational Principles--
Assignments 
A. Your Future Is What You Make It 
B. Retraining Today for Tomorrow 1 s Jobs 
C. Some Major Divisions or Job Classifications 
of Trades: 
1. Automobile Mechanics--Fields of Special-
ization 
ir;d~ ~o~e 0 /~r 0 Eihic; · · ' ' ' ' ' · · ' .. ' 
Future Trends in the Occupation 
General Requirements for Advancement on the Job 
A. The development of the ability to become 
realistic--look into the mirror to see: WHY 
AM I UNEMPLOYED? 
B. Acceptable occupational attitudes 
C. The ability to read, think and evaluate are 
vital for the retrained adult worker 
D. The cultivation of r€liable work habits 
Some Reasons Why Workers Are Fired 
Some Procedures or Policies Used in Hiring 
Workers 
How Does Everybody Make a Living 
•••000&•••0••••0••110•• 
C. Personal budgeting 
A rather complete supplementary films series was 
also introduced into the program at appropriate intervals 
and discussion ensued. A partial list and resume of some 
of the films which are illustrative of the program 1 s attempt 
to deal with personal~social attitudes and values is herein 
.included: 
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Film Series on Human Relati0ns 
Title 
Get A Grip on Yourself .• 
Marriage • . . . . . . . 
Self~Control ••••.. 
Responsibility •.... 
With Malice Tewa.rd Seme. 
Group Living. 
Opportunity. . 
. . . 
. . . . . 
Perseverance ••.•.. 
Description or Resume of Film 
Discusses methods for con-
trolling emotions 
Is family more important 
than two people in.love? 
Discusses a young couple de-
ciding on a secret elopement. 
Points out that marriage is 
a contract invelving parents, 
future children, grandpar-
~nts, and others. 
Appraises the importance of 
self-control in life by cit-
ing examples in which con-
trel is required for go0d 
performance, and for indus-
trial and scientific accom-
plishments. · · 
Shews how one's positi@n.in 
a community might be used 
fer the benefit of others in 
the community. 
Starts by showing ·a child re-
·cei ving a blood transfusion 
from a don~r of another eth-
nic g·roup. The film argu-
ment focuses on.these points: 
:1. Blood has ne race, 2. One 
man's freedom stops where 
that of another begins. 
Shows responsibilities of· 
individuals in groups. 
Discusses the opportunities 
available to U.S. citizens 
fer a satisfying life both 
in spiritual and practical 
sense. Also, it underscores 
the value of the American 
precepts of individual free-
dom, the opportunities f0r 
self-development and economic 
advancement, and the inner 
pleasures that can be derived. 
Emphasizes the importance of 
"stick-toitiveness,n giving 
reas0ns why a worker should 
not quit a job because it is 
a difficult. one or because 
ef a temporary human-rela-
tiens problem. 
Title (cont.) 
A Better W@rld Begins 
· With Me • • • . . • . 
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Descripti0n or Resume (cont.) 
Discusses the need for pe0ple 
to learnt© appreciate the 
need @f correcting their own 
faults befere attacking those 
ef ethers. 
Hon~sty •..•...•• Discusses honesty and.integ-
Personal Integrity 
rity of individuals • 
• . Presents a situati0n.in which 
a corporal must decide be-
tween his personal integrity 
and the p@ssibility of los-
ing his buddy 1 s friendship. 
Family •..•..••. Discusses the moral respon-
sibilities of a husband to 
.his home as well as to his 
.w@rk. 
The New Yerk City pregrams for dropeuts are anJther 
noteworthy attempt at dealing with attitudinal change. (56) 
(57) .The three programs exhibit definite censideration of 
this in their 0bjectives and design. 
Project I was designed, in part, to assist potential 
dr0pouts in.motivation to achieve an attainment of clear, 
realistic vocational goals. Significant (p=.05) impreve-
ment·in these two areas was reperted. · It was expected that 
a resultant improvement in personal-secial characteristics 
in the school situation.would ensue even though.this was 
not an expressed goal at the outset. ·However, the differ-
ence, though present, was not statistically significant 
(p=.15) 
. Project II was adopted to meet the needs of those 
dropouts'who were not completely alienated.from scheol and 
c0uld attend an evening scheol·program. Major features of 
this program were special previsions for c0unseling to 
assure availability of counseling help and allowing the 
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student to pursue educa~ion in adult surroundings. The 
hypotheses of this project related to improvement in school 
adjustment, job adjustment and attainment of clear goals. 
Chi square analyses at the end of the program showed signi-
ficant changes pertinent to these criteria and, in addi-
tion, there was a statistically significant change (p=.01) 
in students' personal-social characteristics. 
Project III was designed for the school alienated 
dropout who was oriented toward work, not toward school 
return. It was designed without formal academic involve-
ment and instead utilized ccmcerted pre-employment train-
ing. Special guidance and vocational classes were made 
available as well as ample c0unseling time and referral 
sources. The initial goal was to get the dropout empleyed 
within one month and then to continue with him in planned 
vocational-guidance courses and ceunseling. 
I 
The same hypotheses were tested as Project I and II 
and significant changes were found to have occurred. Unem-
pl0yment rates were down significantly and majer impreve-
ments came about in work performance and job attitude. 
Ratings of personal-social characteristics showed signifi-
cant improvement ( . 01 level) . 
Several studies have been made on state and large 
city levels to assess the magnitude of their dropout situa-
tion and identify its characteristics. From such studies 
as the Washington Study (5), the Kentucky Study (68), and 
Holding Power (48) there has resulted a proliferation of 
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descriptive data. Some of these data were introduced in 
Chapter I. Also, rec@mmendations have been forthcoming 
for dropout programs of local design and for public school 
changes to curtail the influx of new people into the drop-
out category. States such as Washington (5) and Maryland 
(34) indicate a major concern shall be ti stem the flew of 
potential dropouts into the unemployment ranks. Programs 
such as these may be termed preventive appreaches and 
represent yet anether facet of the larger cemplex which 
encompases the dropo~t problem. 
Many feel that if ene is tG as.sume a contributing 
role in our seciety he can best do so after he has an 
_understanding of the functions and values of the seciety 
.. of which he is a part. Succinctly, in order te centri-
bute maximally the individual needs to achieve a level of 
secial adjustment which will allow him to function harmon-
iGJusly and in accord with the values and meres which are 
esteemed by the larger society. This is true of the werld 
ef werk __ in general, and is especially pertinent te the 
dropout, as he is at best a fringe member of the employ-
ment ranks. This is indicated by Secretary 0f Labor Wirtz, 
wh0 states that one in four dropouts are unemployed and 
these three who .are employed may·look ferward te layeffs 
and spasmedic empleyment. An assumption is made that the 
__ dropout aspires te a. place of some permanence and security 
offered to one in the world of work. (41, p.162) It has 
been further ·assumed in the programs and legislation 
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reviewed to this point that the major mode of assisting 
the dropout in accomplishing this aspiration is to train 
him in a skill operation which is marketable and aid him 
in empleyment precurement. These kinds ef objectives are 
being met with great success in the better programs through-
out the nation. 
It is, however, herein submitted that .greater atten-
tion should be brought to bear upon the personality struc-
ture and the facilitation of the new societal role the 
retrained dropout is expected to assume immediately after 
the termination of his training. 
The dropout has been variously characterized as 
having: a negative feeling of self worth, feelings of 
inadequacy, poor adjustment histories, and attitudes of 
belligerence and persecution prier to entry into train-
ing. (36) (38) (39) (47, pp.195-207) Dr. Edgar Friedenburg 
(50, pp.36-37) sums up the ideology of the drepout in his 
short chapter in The School Dropout. His description is: 
I have a name for this boy; I call him Edsel; 
and I think it is time we withdrew him from pro-
duction and got eut a more responsive and less 
hazardous model, Even the practical-minded may not 
have much use for him any more; the locals seem to 
be getting pretty tired of Edsel and are about 
ready to get him out of there, with a hammer and 
sickle if necessary, But if we are to grow any-
thing better, the dropouts are the kids to start 
with, for they have come part way on their own, 
against heavy·oppositien, already. They are ill-
disciplined. They have no basic skills. They are 
so sore that any place you touch them hurts; and 
when they are hurt, they hurt back. They are ex-
tremely parochial, limited in their experience of 
the world to a few city blocks of desolate slum, 
and, therefore, both gullible and suspicious about 
( 
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anything beyond it. They are sometimes homeless; 
they never have any quiet place to study and think. 
They are inconveniently aware of their own sexuality 
and inconveniently skilled at bringing it to the 
attention of others. They live, their teachers 
sometimes say, like animals; and as they say it, a 
ghost sobs, harshly. But if these youngsters are 
trapped, it is not in their apprehensions of pseudo 
events. They are not alienated. They still have 
access to their sense-data and, on their own terms, 
are accustomed to fidelity. 
These are the qualities that, I believe, we 
hoped to preserve and continually renew by building 
an open society in which a sensitive, compulsively 
masculine boy could become an Ernest Hemingway and 
a poor but beautiful waif, a Marilyn Monroe. At 
this juncture, less fatal alternatives to mediocrity 
are needed. Can a school geared to success and 
secial m0bility help formulate them? Its traditions 
are against it, its staff are against it; its rela-
tionship to the community power structure is against 
it. 
The societal attitude of many of those who are being 
retrained is reflected by Daniel Schreiber ( 50, p.33), who 
says: 
. The dropouts, by and large, don't like middle-
class culture .... The school has been the arena 
in which these yeungsters enceunter middle class 
life; this is where the dropouts fight the 10-year 
idealogical war that ends in their defeat and rout. 
In this warfare, core values of both their culture 
and that which the sch0ol represents are at issue; 
any one that we start by considering will lead to 
the others. 
Arthur I. Stinchcombe ( 58, p. 87) , in his boek Rebellion in 
the High School, states a similar premise in a different 
manner when he says, ''It is my c0ntenti0n that expressive 
alienation and high school rebellion are 1 reacti0n forma-
tions' which actively reject partially internalized goals 
of success." Drepping out 0f school may well be the final 
overt expression of alienation. It is .als0 neted that the 
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term "sch0ol alienated youth 11 is used in the New York City 
projects to describe that portion 0f the dr0pout subculture 
which is viewed as not being amenable to return t0 the 
regular academic setting. ( 56) 
Hollingshead (25, pp.163-243) adds a peer group 
dimension to the social c0ntext of the dropout. Through 
the use of the five divisi0n.s0cial class scale applied to 
11 Elmtown" it was found that the l0wer ( IV and V) classes 
included the vast bulk of dr@pouts or 11out-0f-schoolers," 
a.nd further, that on sociometric choice of 11best friends" 
the you,ths 0f these classes more freci.uently named an out-
ef-school yeuth. It was disd0vered that working part time, 
in the case ef girls particuiarly,. was closely associated 
with terminatien Gf eq:ucati on. Further, it was found that 
a definite job class·was associated with likelihood of com-
pleting high sch0@l. Waitresses were the extreme low end 
of the working prestiie scale, and working as a waitress 
at certain restaurants such. as the "Blue Triangle 11 created 
an almost inevitable peer group alienation which generated 
sufficient pressure to bring abeut Ci!uick school withdrawal. 
Schreiber r S be0k, Gu.idance. and the Sch00l Dropeut J 
(47, pp.24-39) gives further evidence of the importance of 
emotional and secial well being in his chapter entitled 
11 Climate Effects Fallout." In this chapter, acceptance is 
given paramount impertance, and it is suggested that such 
acceptance must ceme from both peer and school environment 
sources if the p@tential drepeut is .te remain in the 
academic setting. 
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The interd~pendence sf personality and attitudes to-
ward self and behavior is well decumented in psychological 
literature. "It is an accepted fact that behavi0r is pur-
p@sive and net happenstance." (31, p.20) The reasens 
underlying behavior are expressed in vari0us theeretical 
frameworks, depending -µpen the s©urce censulted. Anne Ree 
rep0rting in B@row (2, pp.196-214}, puts this idea in a 
different context when she says, "Peeple behave in ways 
which are expected t© attain certain ef their values and 
aveid behaving in ways which,negate, or are expected t© 
negate, these values." This basic c0nception .,is particu-
·1arly relevant te.the study of the dr@peut, because it 
indicates that the past behavior of the dropout has net 
been a random, undirected, er totally purposeless reacti@n 
te his envir@nment. 
' 
The epposi te of this censtruct is what Lind.gren ( 31, 
p.21} calls the "cemmon sense appreach" when he says: 
"Commen sense" on the ether hand perceives 
' . ' much ef human behavier as senseless and purposeless. 
If we fell@w.the dictates @f ncommen sense" iri this 
matter, we are faced with the necessity ef accepting 
what appears t© be the inevitable stupidity ef man-
kind, 0r beceming cynical, ®r taking steps to force 
peeple te act sensibly in spite of their perverse 
nature. The psychelogistYs appreach is quite differ-
ent. Since he assumes that all behavier has a pur-
pese, his task is te discever that purpose. Ne 
matter hew senseless and unreasonable human behavior 
appears, he knews .that if he can discever the pur-
poses, he can understand and predict the eccurrence 
ef this behavier and perhaps even undertake te help 
peeple centrel and redirect it. 
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There is not, however, comrnen accord among psychol0-
gists concerning the nature or relationship of the psychic 
mechanisms which precede the 0bserved behavior. Many 
approaches are somewhat fragmented in that they deal with 
specific factors. This is illustrated by the work of Fine 
(2, p.196}, who is involved with the construction of a 
TT functional @ ccupa.tional classification structure n based 
upen temperament and werk situatiens, and the somewhat more 
comprehensive work ef Helland (2, p.272), whose typol0gy 
study is described in B0row .and is based upon nperscmal 
0rientations. TT 
With manse c@mplicated an @rganism, it is not sur-
prising that many schemes would exist fer cenceptualizing 
his persenality. Briefly, a few of them are: 
The trait and.·~ appr@a.ch, associated with such 
men as Cattell and Kraepelin, is based upon the 
theory of classification of individuals into types 
by their pattern ef traits. 
The asseciatien-learning viewpoint, represented by 
Dollard and Miller, contends that personality takes 
place in accord with the laws ef learning. Conse-
quently, behavier is the observable result ef 
learned habits of responses that an individual makes 
to his internal and external envirenment. 
The psycheanalytic point ef view is based, tea large 
extent, upen Freudia.n constructs. Lazarus ( 26, 
p,131) states that this system is largely clinical 
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in nature, as opp0sed t0 other theories which were 
generated in laborat0ry contexts. The effects of 
this system may not be overemphasized, not only 
because @fits p0sitien as a leading theory in it-
self, but also because of its influence upon other 
appr0aches. 
The phenomenelogical point of view includes in it 
those systems which are sometimes termed organismic, 
helistic and self theories. 
The reviewer will confine himself to a few 0f those 
concepts most related to self theories, particularly those 
Gf Carl Rogers and Snygg and Cembs. R0gers see:s the self 
c0ncept, how 0ne sees himself, as developing out of the 
interaction with the environment. Learning, development, 
and change are viewed in terms of organizati0n and reorgan-
ization of the individual's perceptual field. The self 
theory Gf Snygg and C@mbs is semewhat similar te that of 
Regers, but one difference in terminelogy is ef importance 
fer interpretatien. Snygg and Combs use the term 11 phen0m-
enal field" te represent the psychological envirenment. 
(9, pp.Jl-35) In their view, this term includes beth the 
phenomenal self and the self con~ept. 
Self the0ries are frequently cc;msidered as a new 
approach to understanding behavier. However, it is noted 
that as early as 1890 William James discussed fermulations 
ef the self in his Principles 0f Psychology. (26, p~l05) 
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Lazarus (26), in reviewing self theories, states: 
Many psychologists agree with the use 0f the 
concept of self in some f0rm as an organizer of 
behavior. These appr0aches, with their emphasis 
. upon the individual and his own particular inter-
pretati0n of events, are most appealing to clinical 
psychologists and others whose emphasis is on under-
standing and helping the individual person. 
It is in these terms--helping the individual--that 
the researcher feels that an examination of personal-social 
variables relevant to the dropout may best be made. Pre-
vious evidence has been cited to indicate that the environ-
mentor, as Snygg and Cembs would term it, the phenomenal 
field of the dropout is not one which directs the dropout 
on the route of smooth transition into a maximally contri-
butory societal positi0n. Further, data indicate that drop-
outs in general and the Oklahoma City retraining group in 
particular c@me to the retraining environment with concepts 
and attitudes toward self and society which are, in most 
respects, atypical. The retraining program itself repre-
sen ts a ccmcentrated, intensive experience which attempts 
to upgrade the individual 1 s competencies and skills in 
necessary and imp0rtant areas. Acccirding to self theorists, 
increased effectiveness·in these so-called coping behaviors 
might well be expected to alter the individual 1 s concept 
of his own adeciuacy as a person. A well accepted premise 
seems to be that individuals with different past exper-
iences and, hence, different perceptual organizations, will 
respond differently to similar treatment and experience. 
Therefore, it may well be expected that differences in 
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personal-secial ·adjustment change may be related to signifi-
cant variables in the life histeries Gf the subjects. It 
is toward an examination of some of these related variables 
that the previously stated hypGtheses have been directed. 
CHAPTER III 
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
This study bears certain relationships to a legis-
lative enactment, a specific program for dropeut retrain-
ing, and a separate and independent grant for research. 
The act, the program, and the grant are herein explained 
briefly, accompanied by statements of their relationship 
to this thesis. 
The Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 
(.33)(Public Law 87-415) is the act under which the pr0gram 
for dropout retraining in Oklahoma City was submitted. It 
was the stated purpese of this act te 11 require the federal 
government to appraise the manpower requirements and re-
sources of the nation, and to develop and apply the infor-
mation and methods needed to deal with the pr,o bl ems of 
unempleyment resulting frem autemation and technological 
changes and other types of persistent unemployment. 11 This 
act was designed to be put into operation.under the dual 
auspices of the offices of the Secretary of Labor and the 
offices of the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare. 
Under Title II, Part A ef the aforementioned act, 
the Secretary of Labor is delegated the responsibility for 
selection of trainees, training allowances, for on-the-job 
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training, and for entering into agreements.with each staters 
appropriate agency for carrying e>ut the functi0ns of the 
act. The Oklahoma Employment Security Commissi0n is that 
office on the state level through which the Department of 
Labor has channeled its efforts relevant to this act. 
Under Title II, Part B, the Secretary of Health, 
Education and Welfare is delegated the responsibility for 
entering into agreements with appropriate state v0cational 
education agencies who will provide programs and training 
needed. The Oklahoma State B@ard for Vocational Education 
is the agency which agreed t0 the performance of this task. 
The Oklahoma City Dropout Retraining Program is a 
product 0f the jeint pr0posals of the two previously men-
tioned state agencies. Their pr0posal contains the selec-
tion procedures, staff procurement, curriculum and finan-
cial arrangements in accerdance with the specific functions 
of the Department of Labor and the Department of Health, 
Educaticm and Welfare which are relevant to the Manpower 
Act. 
The major area which·is not included in the scope 
0f responsibility of these agencies is the research func-
tion. The research phase ef the M.D.T.A. Project in 
Oklahoma City was initiated under the authorship of Dr. 
J. Paschal Twyman (64), Associate Professor of Education 
at Oklahoma State University, and is ceordinated by the 
Oklah0ma State University Research Feundation. This phase 
of the total function was proposed separately but with 
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full coeperatien.of the two state administering agencies. 
The proposal for financial suppert for research was sub-
mi tt.ed and appreved by the Ferd F0undati0n and sufficiently 
funded to carry the pregram through its three year period 
beginning September 1, 1963. It has since been extended to 
September 1, 1967. 
The financial support fer the Oklahoma City Dropout 
Retraining Pr0gram cemes frem several s0urces. The Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare provided $131,999. 
which was administereci thr0ugh the Oklah@ma State Board ef 
Vocational Education. The Department of. Labor, through 
its contracted agent, centributed $197,843. The Ferd F0unda-
tion made $185,000. available t0 the Oklahoma State Univer-
sity Schoel Drepcmt Research. Team, which is. useci in research 
and fellow-up study. The Oklahema State University centri-
buted approximately $34,975. to the project, and numerous 
c0ntributions in the f@rm ef facilities and services were 
made by the Oklahoma City Public School System. 
Relationship of the Present Study 
This. thesis bears definite ·relati0nship to the re-
. search.phase of the total preject since both utilize the. 
same subjects and pertiens ef the same data and cellection 
.. methods. The writer 0f this stuay has had epportuni ty, 
ever the past year, te wo.rk with the research staff which 
bears respensibility fer the larger Ford Foundation sp0ij-
s0red study. (64) Space was pr@vided in the effices @f 
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this gr01:;1p, and the writer has participated in the cG>llec-
tion.of data during the past year. The Oklahema State 
University Scho@l Drepeut Research Team has maintained a 
close working relationship with both the Oklahema Empley-
ment Security Commissien and the State B@ard 0f V@catienal 
Educatien. The writer has net had cause to establish con-
tacts in.these agencies directly, but has been ·given cem-
plete access to .the files pertinent to their operation, 
which are in the Oklahoma State University Sch@.®l Dr@peut 
Research Team.effice. 
This study dees. not purp@rt to answer any ef the 
specific research ebjectives Gr questions which are enum-
erated in the preposal t© the Fera F0undati0n fer a.grant 
f@r ·research. It is the feeling ef the writer, indeea his 
desire, that the present study may be of some value in pro-
viding partial answers to the Ferd Feundatien investigation. 
This study.is not te be considered a segment ef the Ferd 
Feundatien Grant for ·Research, altheugh its contents may 
be incorporated int@ said report at the d±scretien ef the 
research team • 
. Location of Training :Facilities 
The Oklahema City Dropout Retraining-Program was 
located at Central High Schoel for the most part, with 
.three vocational classes--Auto Mechanics, Sheet Metal, and 
W~lding--being located in the Washington Schoel facilities. 
Office space was previded at Central High Schoel fer a 
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Program Coerdinater, cemptreller, and two secretaries as 
well as classroom and training space for the other courses. 
Central High Scheel is lecated in downtown Oklahoma 
City, making it most accessible to other community agencies 
such as the Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A., public transp0rtati0n, em-
pleyment services, and the maj0r j0b market. It is also 
in reasenably close preximity te the residential areas 
which contributed a number of the subjects undergoing re-
training, This residential area may be characterized as 
the older, multiple tenement dwellings and small residences, 
intersperced with commercial business houses which are on 
the perimeter of the mainstream.of commercial activity. 
Sociologically, the school serves that area which houses 
the lower two classes of the five class system used by 
Hollingshead. (25, pp.83-120) 
The Subjects 
At the beginning of the program on August J, 1964, 
all the subjects had been selected by the Oklahoma Employ-
ment Security Commission after being interviewed and after 
having completed an interest inventory and the General 
Aptitude Test Battery. All were school dropouts (ages 
18-22) who were unemployed, had been out of school for at 
least a year, and all achieved scores on the test instru-
ments which indicated a reasonable chance for success in 
the program. (63) 
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The students were assigned to experimental treatment 
groups on the basis of a .c0mbination.of factors, including 
interest test scqres and number of openings. In general, 
the control.group·members were selected according to the 
same set of criteria. (63) 
The maximum.number of trainees (250) were in train-
ing at the outset of the program .. By replaci:n,g.the trainees 
who were forced to drop from retraining, . the Employment 
Service w:as able to maintain the maximum.number until the 
third week of training. ·In accordance with the policy 
' . 
established by the training facility which specified no 
replacements after £ifteen per cent ·Of the training pro-
gram had elapsed, those classes running twenty-six weeks 
or less were clesed at August 31, 1964. (54) 
The total number of subjects included in this study 
is 217 persens. The following is a breakdown by training 
groups: 
1. Academic only - J 3 
2 •. Academic and Vocational - 76 
J. Vocational only - 51 
4. Contrbl (re-dropouts before completion of 
15% of th~ prQgram) - 27 
5. Central, no treatment -_JO 
There were 250 students enrolled after 15% of the 26 week 
training period had elap~ed .. As of April.15, 1965, 174 stu-
dents were participating in programs. 
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Training Programs 
The following table indicates. the training programs 
provided for the retraining student. It is based upon the 
Oklahoma Employment Security Commission's Special Youth 
Project Repert of March 10, 1965 .. (54) 
TABLE I 
OKLAHOMA CITY PROJECT TRAINING PROGRAMS 
Weeks No. in No. Post 
qf 
T!~i~;~ 
Finishing Tested 
Program Traintg Program early/late 
Steno. Refresher 26 JO 20 early 
Clerk-Gen. Office 20 JO 24 early 
Office Machine 36 20 13 late 
Serviceman 
Cosmetology 4J 20 14 late 
Cosmetology 43 20 19 late 
Machine Tool Operato,r .~6 20 14 early 
:Welder, Comb. 26 20 ,17 early 
Preduction 36 20 5 · late 
Sheet Metal 
Auto.Mechanic 48 20 .13 late 
Academic Variable 53 35 late & 
early 
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Method of"Data Collection 
The Califernia Test of Personality was administered 
-oh a pre and post test basis as a measure of personal and 
social adjustment evidenced by both experimental and control 
groups at the onset . and ccmclusien of the pr0gram. . The 
California Test of Persenality was first administered on 
August .3, 1964, and absentees tested on their return to the 
school .. The post testing was divided into two test periods. 
The early p0st testing occurred -en.January 4 and 5,·1965. 
It involved those students whose program terminated early 
(2Q~26 weeks) and one-half of the experimental group under-
going academic training enly. The late pest test was given 
on April 26 and 27, 1965, and involved those groups wh@se 
program was of l@nger -durati@n and the latter half of the 
academic-enly training group. The students-in the academic-
enly greup who were p0sted early were selected randomly by 
use of a table 0f randem numbers. 
· Interviews were conducted in the early stages of the 
·r·etraining programs by members (pf the research staff. The 
interviews were usually recorded on tape. -Direction was 
provided by a standard interview form constructed by the 
Oklahoma State University Scheel Dr0p0ut Research team, -in 
order to provide s0me assurance that the desired data would 
be collected and that the manner of cellectien would be 
uniform. All 0f the e:xperimental greup interviews were 
taped. Some contr0l group interviews, hewever, were not 
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taped. -The reason for this surrounded the circumstances of 
the interview .. There were instances when the interview had 
to be conducted in the home, in the car, on the job and, in 
@ne instance, in the city jail. In these cases an inter-
view form was used and netes taken by the interviewer. 
After ·recording the interviews, a typescript was 
prepared from each tape •. The data f0r this study was ex-
tracted frem_the typescripts and interviewer notes. A 
code system for computer tabulatien was constructed, and 
each typescript read and data rec@rded on code sheets. 
The Instruments 
The interview instrument was censtructed by the 
rBsearch staff under the direction of Dr. John C. Egermeier 
and in censultati@n with the Psychelogy Department at Okla-
home State University. A high degree of familiarity with 
the instrument was attained by the interviewers before 
actual interviewing was begun, and each was aware of the 
kinds ef data desired and the future utilizatien of the 
data in research. 
There was general agreement of the research staff 
that the interview methods and instruments were successful 
. in deriving r-esp@nses pertinent t® the intent of the ques-
tion. -- One exceptien t0 this statement must be made in 
regard to the sociemetric cheice questions. When asked t0 
-identify peer group.members, the interviewees failed in 
many instances to elicit the desired number 0f choices and, 
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in some instances, any cheice at all. Early plans which 
had called for the inclusion.of this variable in the study 
were abandoned. 
The California Test of Personality (62), .Forms BB 
(pre..,.test) and AA (post-test), was the instrument selected 
by the Oklahoma State University School Dropout Research 
Team as the measuring device for personal and social adjust-
ment •. This test was chosen after consultation with members 
of both the Education and Psychology Departm.ents at Okla-
homa State University and after reviewing the major tests 
available in the area. It was felt that the test most 
nearly met the needs for measurement of the research ques-
tions which were formulated in the Ford Foundation proposal 
(63), and that the kinds of variables which were measured 
by the instrument were salient to the questions being asked 
of dropout research. 
For the purpose of this study, it was the decision 
of the researcher to use only the two.major subscores 
(total personal adjustment and total social adjustment) and 
the total composite score as the criteria for measurement. 
The reason f0r this decision is primc;3.rily due to the fact 
that there are only fifteen items available for response 
en each of the twelve subscales. By using only the two major 
subscores, the length of the test, relative to personal 
aajustment and social adjustment, was extended to ninety 
items each. The composite score is then a.total of one 
hundred eighty items •. The rati0nale for this decision is 
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based upon the premise that increasing the sample of per-
formance (the number of items) makes it possible to obtain 
a more accurate measurement. Cronbach (14, p.130) states: 
The importance of length~ning tests is that 
with every question added, the sample of perfor-
mance becomes a more adequate index of performance 
on all possible questions ••.. By asking more and 
more questions of the same general sort, we come 
cle>ser to a good estimate. 
Thorndike and Hagen concur in this statement; 
As the length of the test is increased, the 
chance errors of measurement more or less can-
cel out; score comes to depend more and more 
completely upcm the characteristics of the person 
being measured, and a more accurate appraisal of 
him is obtained. (61, .p.188) 
The manual for the California Test of Personality quotes 
the fe>llowing concerning the test reliability, and Table II 
on the following page shows both reliability coefficients 
and score reliability data: 
The coefficients of reliability, number of 
cases, and standard erro~s of measurement are 
given below £or the sub-sections and totals of 
the Califqrnia Test of Personality in terms of 
raw scores for the various levels. These relia-
bility coefficients have been computed with the 
Kuder~Richardson formula. 
It was discovered by the researcher through review 
of some fourteen personality tests and inventories that 
validity data of an empirical nature are not normally 
quoted by this type personality test. The California Test 
of Personality is no exception to this trend. 
The validity of this instrument is defended on the 
grounds of success achieved with it by other investigators. 
The following are excerpts from the validity section of the 
test manual .. ( 62) 
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The Educational Research Bulletin of the New York 
City Schools -cafrie~ this statement regarding the 
California Test of Personality: "This procedure, 
(inventories organized so students can answer 
E!Uestions by themselves) which is followed in the 
California Test qf Personality is perhaps the most 
diagnostic of any test of thii type." 
Syracuse University found that the California 
Test of Personality-correlated more closely with 
clinical findings than any other personality test. 
Buhler has pointed out that the California 
Test ·of Personality provides a means of obtaining 
data for individuals-usually obtained by time-
consuming interviews, and that the instrument may 
be censidered a "Lev~l I" projecti@n test. 
TABLE II 
RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS 
C.T.P. - SECONDARY (62) 
Components 
Form AA-or BB 
S. E. 
Meas. 
1 .. Persenal Adjustment 
A. Self-reliance 
B. Sense of Personal Worth 
.C. Sense of Pers. Freedom 
-D •. Feeling of Belonging 
E. Withdrawing.Tendencies 
F. Nervous Symptoms 
2. Social Adjustment 
A. Social Standards 
.B. Social Skills 
C. Anti-social Tendencies 
D. Family Relations 
E. School Relations 
F. Community Relations 
Total Adjustment 
Number of cases 
.90 
• ']0 
.77 
• 84 
,91 
.86 
. 82 
.89 
.84 
.86 
• 84 
.91 
.73 
.78 
. 93 
2262 
J. 72 
1.64 
-1.20 
1.00 
.75 
1.31 
1.49 
3.48 
.60 
1.31 
1~00 
. 90 
1.43 
· 1.29 
5.56 
Both Forms 
S •. E. 
-Meas. 
.95 
. 82 
.87 
. 91 
.95 
.92 
.90 
.94 
• 91 
.92 
.• 91 
.95 
.84 
.88 
.96 
5.26 
2.54 
1.80 
1.50 
1.12 
1.98 
·2 .22 
5.14 
.90 
1.98 
1.50 
1.34 
2~~0 
1.90 
8.40 
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Some ninety research studies in which the test is 
used are cited in the test manual as providing strength 
to the ~uestion of validity . 
. Reviews of the test indicate that, in general, the 
test is regarded favorably in its field, but that it suffers 
from the same limitations as do other inventories which 
purport to measure similar kinds of personality variables. 
The maj~r consistent criticism was the lack of established 
validity. This criticism was voiced by Verner M. Sims (55) 
in his review of the California Test of Persenality in 
Buros 1 Fifth Mental Measurements Yearbook. (6, pp.100-103) 
After a criticism of the indirect methods of reporting on 
validity, Dr. Sims cemments @n the test's validity in the 
following manner: 
· In spite of limitations, however, the addi-
tional evidence on validity reported or referred 
to in the manual net 0nly answers some of the 
earlier cfiticisms but convinces this reviewer 
that as a measure of self-concept in the, as of 
new, vaguely defined area called adjustment, this 
test is as valid as most such instruments . 
. The review concludes with, "All in all, in spite of criti-
cism, as personality inventories go, the California test 
would appear to be am€mg the better @nes . available. n 
It is noted that of ene hundred seventeen references 
identifies. in which the California Test of Personality is 
used, there are publicat:ions appearing in most relevant 
professional journals. The range of publicatiens include 
the areas of education, psychology and·seciology .. The 
Jeurnal of .Educational Research.has published seven articles 
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using this instrument as a measuring device. Others include: 
Journal 0f Educational Psychology (4), J0urnal o.f Consulting 
Psychology (4), American Psychologist (4), Sociometry (3), 
Journal of Secial Psychology (2), Journal of Genetic Psychol-
·.9..ff:iY ( 2) , J0urnal of Clinical Psychology, Journal of Applied 
Psychelogy, and Journal of Exceptional Children. 
The high~low change design of this study was also 
found to have been used in a similar manner by other re-
searchers. Taylor and Combs (59) used this method in.meas-
uring differences in self-acceptance and adjustment. 
Hinkleman. (24) used the test data in a similar manner in 
his study of personality adjustment in delinquents and 
nen-delinquents. 
Discussion of Terms 
1. Experimental Group .. This group includes those students 
who have undergone training in the program. The train-
ing ,may have been academic, vocational, or both. It 
may have been of long or short duratian . 
. 2. Control Group .. This group includes two distinct cate-
gories. The first are th@se former trainees whe 
dropped. from .their respective programs before fifteen 
per cent·ef the training was completed. The second 
control group is those students selected at the time 
of the experimental groups but received no training. 
3. The Dropout. 
A Dropout is a pupil who leaves a school, 
for any reason except death, before graduation 
o.r completien of a program of studies and without 
transferring to another scheol. 
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The term "dropout" is used mist often to desig-
nate these elementary and seccmda,ry scheol pupils 
who have been in membership during the regular school 
term and who witharaw from mernbership before graduat-
ing fr®m secondary school (gr&de 12) or before com-
pleting their pre.grams of studies. Such an indi vi-
ctual is ccmsidered a drepout whether his dropping 
out occurs during Gr between regular school terms, 
whether his dropping out occurs before or after he 
has passed the compulsory school attendance age, 
and, where applicable, whether or not he has com-
pleted a minimum required amount of school work .. (40) 
4. Persenal Adjustment. This variable is subject to inter-
pretation, and it is recognized that psychologists do 
not always agree. , The term is herein interpreted in a 
broad sense to incluae the kinds of sub-test variables 
measured by the , instrument used. · They are: self-reli-
ance, sense Gf personal worth, sense of personal free-, 
dom, feeling of belenging, w:tthdrawing tenaencies, and 
nerveus symptoms • 
. 5. Social Adjustment .. The subtests which contribute to 
the interpretation of this term are:· social standards, 
·social skills, anti-social tendeQcies, family rela~ 
tions, school rel~tions,·ahd community relations. 
6. Re-aropout. This is a cont~ol group composed of those 
students who were'pre tested but dropped out of train-
ing befere fifteen.per cent of tpeir program was com~ 
pleted. They were brought back for post testing. 
7. Adjustment Change. This term denotes the difference 
between pre and po~t testing en the California Test of 
Personality. The personal adjustment change is the 
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pre-p0st score difference + JO. . The same · is true of 
social adjustment change. The c0mposite adjustment 
change {personal and social) included tetal adjustment 
change+ 60 points. The addition.of points was done to 
avoid negative numbers which would be contributed by 
the few. subjects who scored lower en post than .cm pre 
testing. 
8 .. High Change. This term describes that upper portien of 
the group who manifested the greatest positive change 
between pre and post tests. 
9. _Lew Change. This term describes the lower half of the 
group·whe evidenced the least change. 
10. M.D.T.A •. This refers to the Manpewer Development and 
Training Act of 1962. 
11 •. C.T.P. This is the common reference made to the Cali-
fornia Test of Personality, 1953 Revised Editien. 
12. The Oklahema·City Dropout Retraining Pr<i1gram .. This term 
applies to the M.D.T,A. retraining program which was 
conducted in Oklahema City, Oklahema. The federal co.de 
number is MDTA-OK224. 
·lJ •. The· Oklah0ma State University Scheol Dropout Research 
Team. This term is referred to in_the study as that 
greup ef research personnel whe were extended a grant 
to .research.the Oklahoma City Drepout Retraining Pr0-
gram. 
14. Unempleyed. This term is used by the Employment Secur-
·ity C0mmission to denete those people who were not 
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employed at the time of consideration for the program, 
nor were their prospects of becoming employed in any 
manner good .. The term underemployed was used as a 
possible category in original selection, but none of 
the subjects selected found themselves in this cate-
gory. 
The Groups 
The first major division.is between experimental 
and control. The experimental groups include all those 
who have undergone retraining .. The control group is 
divided into two classifications. C1 denotes those people 
who were selected initially and received no treatment. 
C2 indicates those who began a program but withdrew prior 
to the completion of fifteen per cent of their program. 
The experimental group is subdivided into three 
major classifications. They are: academic only training, 
vocational only training, and those who received training 
in both academic and vocational classes. 
The Variables 
Subtotal and comp0site total scores are'the maj0r 
criteria against which the other variables are tested. 
The three scores used represent the pre-post test differ-
ence in total personal adjustment, total social adjustment, 
and composite personal-social adjustment. The median is 
established for each of the three criteria. Those above 
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the median are categorized as high change. Those below are 
the low change group. 
The variables, as related in the hypotheses, against 
which the three major criteria are to be tested, are: 
1. A comparison of all who received treatment 
against all those who did not receive or re-
ceived only minimal treatment. This is done to 
provide basic evidence relative to whether the 
·treatment did bring about change which those not 
treated did not experience. 
2. This variable involves a test to indicate if 
those who received a full program treatment 
differ from those who were selected for treat-
ment but withdrew prior to completion of fifteen 
per cent of their program. 
J. In a similar vein, the third variable measures 
the difference in change between those who re-
ceived absolutely no treatment and those who 
were treated. 
4. The test of this variable is made to discover 
the differences in the three adjustment criteria 
among the three types of treatments extended to 
the experimental groups. These experimental 
groups are: (a) those receiving both academic 
and vocational training, (b) vocational training 
only (which includes all nine vocational programs), 
(c) training in academic subjects only, (d) no 
treatment control group, and (e) the re-dropout 
control group. 
5. The fifth variable examines the results in terms 
of Change of differences in length of time the 
experimental students spent in retraining. As 
the programs were of different duration, those 
whc)Se programs ended at twenty-six weeks or 
earlier were tested early, and one~half of the 
academic only experimental group were included 
in.these test data. The remaining one~half of 
the academic only group and those vocational 
training programs terminating later were test.ed 
later. (Refer ·to. Chapter II, Vocat:ional Train-
ing Programs.) 
6. The test of this variable measures the -differ-
ence in ea~ly and late post testing relative to 
.the total control greup. 
7. The seventh series of variables are tested to 
measure the high~low change greups of the treated 
students against six personal history character-
istics. These characteristics are: 
A. The length of time between dropout and re-
training, divided into three cells: 
( 1) Less than l! years time lapse 
(2) l! but less than 3 years time lapse 
(3) M@re than 3 years time ·lapse 
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B. Full or part-time employment and unemploy-
is measured in this test. 
C. The highest point achieved in education 
before dropping out of a regular school pro-
gram, divided into the following cells: 
(1) 8th grade or less 
(2) Began 9th grade - finished 10th 
.. ( J) Began 11th or more 
D. Automobile ownership and maintenance is meas-
ured in.this test. ·Married women living with 
the husband were included in the own and main-
tain category. Parent owned and maintained 
vehicles were excluded, .even though the stu-
dent may have immediate access. 
E. A comparison of students who came from primar-
ily rural or urban backgrounds·was made. 
Census Bureau figure of 2, 000 . people o.r less 
was used to determine ,rural .criteria. 
"Primarily rural" denotes the major portion 
of time spent in this setting relative to 
.. the student rs age. 
· F. Marital status of the subject, divided into 
.three categ0ries: 
(1) Married 
(2) Single 
(J) Divorced or separated 
The criteria for children or no .children is 
based upon whether primary responsibility 
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for care and/or support of the child is 
undertaken by the trainee. 
8. The final hypotheses compared high-low adjust-
ment change on the three criteria to certain 
expressed family history -characteristics. 
A. A determinatien of adequat.e-inadequate·in-
ceme was established, based upon a formula 
of amount of inceme available in the home, 
either parents or their own, over the num-
bers of peeple who must share ·the income. 
A minimal standard -of $50.00 per person per 
m@nth was used. This ,is based upon the 
Nat~@nal Policy, Committee on Pockets ef 
Poverty quetation. (17) 
B. This variable relates to the kind ef home 
situati@n in which the trainee lived as he 
was underg@ing his retraining. The classifi-
cations are: 
(1) Living at h@me (Both parents) 
(2) Maintaining separate abode (Singl~) 
(3) Living at home (One parent absent) 
(4) Maintaining separate abode (Married 
with spouse) 
C. This sub hypothesis concerns attained educa-
tion of the parents of the trainee. The 
classifications fo,r both mether and father, 
separately, were: 
(1) 8th grade or less 
(2) Some high school 
(3) High school graduate 
(4) Same post high school (includes college) 
(5) Ne data 
Anether test which was made which does net .relate 
specifically to .the hypotheses but which is :fundamental 
t0 . the study was that test .for difference between the higb-
low change greups in the .experimental subjects. An "F" 
test is used te measure this diffBrence. 
No hypo.thesis-was formulated to include a c0mparison 
in personal-secial adjustment change relative to sex ef the 
trainee. Three "F" tests were made ta compare males with 
.females in terms of tot~l cemposite, personal, and social 
adjustment change. 
Statistical Treatment 
An "F" test of dtfference is applied to the ·high~ 
l0w change division.of the experimental gr0up. 
Chi-square treatment is used in all other tests to 
determine significant differences between the variables 
stated in the section.of Chapter III immediately preceding 
this section. 
The chi-square test is felt to be the most appropri-
ate methed of analysis pertinent to the type of data under 
investigatien. Most data yielded was of a categorical 
nature and was readily amenable te treatment with.this 
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technique. It was found to be the usual statistical treat-
ment used in the three other publications which attempt to 
report personality related kinds of statistical data on 
dropout. These publications are: The Drop-out Problem in 
Iowa High Schools (67), Youman 1 s The Rural School Dropout 
. ( 68) , and. The Maryland Cooperative Study of Dropouts. (34) 
This dhapter represents the salient factors of how 
,the study was conducted. The contents are to .provide per-
tinent methodological information as well as an acquain-
tance with the design of the study. The following chapter 
includes the analysis of the tests which were made in accord-
ance with the hypotheses previously stated in Chapter I and 
with the description of variables discussed in Chapter III. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
This chapter deals with the treatment of those data 
collected during the past academic year which are based 
upon the dropout students undergoing retraining (experimen-
tal groups) and two dropout control groups. The dependent 
variables used in this experimental design were those scores 
derived from the pre and post test administrations of the 
California.Test of Personality. Two subscores, the Total 
Personal Adjustment and the Total Social Adjustment, were 
used as well as the Total Composite score, which is a com-
bination of the personal and social adjustment ffubscores. 
Each of the three scores used was divided into high 
change and low change categories. A change score was ob-
tained for each of the 217 subjects represented in this 
study by determining the difference between the subject 1 s 
pre and post test scores. In order to avoid the use of 
negative numbers, thirty points.were added to the subjectrs 
personal adjustment difference in scores and thirty points 
to his social adjustment difference in scores. An addition 
of sixty points was made to each subject 1 s total composite 
adjustment difference in scores. 
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After obtaining a change score for each subject on 
the three dependent variables, the next treatment·was the 
division into high change and low .change categories. This 
division.was.made by determining the median change of the 
total subjects, of the experimental groups, and of the con-
trol groups. Those subjects whose change scores were above 
the median were designated high change and those below the 
median were designated low change. This process was fol-
lowed for each of the three dependent variables. 
The independent variables, which are stated in each 
hypothesis, were treated by the chi-square method o.f analy-
sis. Date for each chi-square test which was made appears 
in table form in the context of the chapter. · In order to 
facilitate the interpretation, they are arranged in multi-
ples of three tables which correspond with.the three depen-
dent variables stated in the hypotheses. 
Before proceeding to the examination of the hypotheses, 
an explanation.of the preliminary "F" and 0 t 11 tests of sig-
nificance is necessary. These tests are made in order to 
determine the difference,.if any, between the experimental 
and the control groups on the basis of the pre-test scores 
of the California Test of Personality. No significant dif-
ference was found among.the three dependent variables used 
in this study. This test provides evidence that no differ-
ence existed at the beginning of the retraining program 
(August 3, 1964) between the experimental and control groups 
on the three scores of the California Test of Personality 
utilized-in this study. 
Another "F 11 test was made to assess the difference 
between the sexes relative to the degree of change on the 
three dependent variables. This test revealed that the 
female subjects engaged in retraining made a significantly 
greater degree of positive change relative to ,Social Adjust-
ment than did the males. There was no .· significant differ-
ence in Total Composite Adjustment and Personal Adjustment 
between the male and female experimental subjects. 
There were seventeen of the subjects of this study 
who participated in a study conducted by Carl Willis, grad-
uate student at Oklahoma State University. Mr. Willis 1 
study involved small group interaction relative to .personal 
or social problems. An. "F" test revealed that these sub-
jects did not differ significantly (p. less than .05) from 
the remainder of those participating in this study on either 
of those dependent variables used. 
In order to determine if the experimental and control 
groups evidenced change from pre to post administrations of 
the California Test of Personality, a series of "t" tests 
were made. The results of those test~ are presented in the 
following table. These tests indicate that some change did, 
in fact, occur in the pre and post tests of both the experi-
mental and control groups. The single exception to this 
fact occurred when the Social Adjustment Change of the exper-
imental group was found not to have changed significantly. 
The control group revealed significant (.05) change relative 
to this.measure. 
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In relation to Composite Adjustment, both groups 
evidenced significant change. The control groups indicated 
this change at the .01 level, and the experimental group 
revealed somewhat less change but still significant at the 
.01 level. 
TABLE III 
THE ntn VALUES OF ADJUSTMENT CHANGE IN THE 
EXPERIMENTAL (i E) AND CONTROL (~ C) GROUPS 
Dep. Variable Group trtfl value Significance 
~E 2.45 .05 
Comp. · Adj. Change 
~c 3.02 .01 
!E 3.77 .01 
Pers. Adj. Change 
i.C 3.27 .01 
iE .35 Not sig. 
Soc. Adj .. Change 
tc 2.28 .05 
Beth.the experimental and the control groups re-
vealed a significant amount of change relative to Personal 
Adjustment. The 0 tn values of the ·two groups indicated 
that the amount of change which occurred in each group was 
quite similar. 
The following analyses relate to the hypotheses pro-
posed for this study. The order of treatment is the same 
as the order in which the hypotheses were stated in Chapter I. 
They are restated at the beginning of each of the sets of 
analyses in qrder to aid the reader and to provide some 
c0ntinuity in the pattern of reporting. 
Hypothesis I 
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There will be no significant difference between the 
total experimental group and total control greup in: 
A. Composite personal-social adjustment change 
B. Personal adjustment change 
C. Social adjustment change 
-This hypothesis is related to.the total number of 
subjects in.the study. They were divided into-two specific 
greups. The total experimental group (iE) included all of 
those 160 subjects.who received retraining, with the excep-
tion.mf dropeuts from the retraining program. The total 
control group (~C) was comprised of those 57 subjects who 
either received no treatment or who dropped before complet-
ing fifteen per cent of the retraining program. 
Median divisions of the 217 subjects were made in 
order to derive the high~low change categories for each of 
the three dependent variables. 
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TABLE IV 
?( 2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS (zE) AND CONTROL GROUPS (iC) 
Change fE ~c Totals 
High 76 41 . 117 
.L©W 84 16 100 
Totals 160 57 217 
Chi-square: 10.10 d. f. : 1 ' p. < . 05 
TABLE V 
X 2 . AN°ALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS (~E) AND CONTROL GROUPS ({C) 
Change zE ~c Totals 
High 77 32 109 
L0w 83 25 108 
Totals 160 57 217 
. Chi-square: 1,49 d. f.: 1 p. > ,05 
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TABLE VI 
::(2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS (fE) AND CONTROL GROUPS (iC) 
Change fE iC Totals 
High 75 38 113 
Low 85 19 104 
Totals 160 57 217 
Chi-square: 4.52 d. f. : 1 p. < 0 05 
The Total Composite Adjustment Change (Table IV) and 
the Social Adjustment Change (Table VI) analyses revealed 
that significant differences in degree of Change did occur 
between pre and post testing for the two groups compared. 
The Total Composite Adjustment Change test indicated a dif-
ference between the groups which,was significant at the .01 
level, and the difference in Total Social Adjustment change 
between the greups was significant at the .05 level. The 
Personal Adjustment Change test failed to indicate a differ-
ence at an acceptable level of significance. In all three 
chi-square analyses the data seemed to indicate a greater 
degree of positive change for the control groups than for 
the experimental groups. 
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HYPOTHESIS II 
There will be no significant difference between the 
total experimental group .and the early re-dropout control 
group in: 
A. C0mposite personal-s0cial adjustment change 
B. Personal adjustment change 
C. Social adjustment change 
Results of tests of the change evidenced by the 
total experimental subjects and the early re-dropouts are 
shown in Tables VII, VIII, and IX. The total experimental 
subjects included all 160 subjects·in this study who under-
went a retraining program. The early re-dropouts were 
th0se contr0l gr0up subjects who withdrew before ·fifteen 
per cent of their pr0grams were completed. 
TABLE VII 
x._2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS (iE) AND 
THE REDROPOUT CONTROL GROUP (C1 } 
.Change ~E C1 Totals 
High 76 20 96 
Low 84 7 . 91 
.T0tals 160 27 .·187 
Chi-square: 6.53 d .f.: 1 p. < . 05 
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TABLE VIII 
X. 2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN THE 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS (iE) AND THE 
REDROPOUT CONTROL GROUP (C1) 
Change ~E C1 Totals 
High 77 14 91 
Low 83 13 96 
Totals 160 27 187 
Chi-square: .13 d. f. : 1 p. >. 05 
TABLE IX 
)( 2 ANALYSIS OF .SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN THE 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS (iE) AND THE 
REDROPOUT CONTROL GROUP (C1) 
Change fE Cl Totals 
High 75 18 93 
Low 85 9 94 
Totals 160 27 187 
Chi-square: 3,62 d. f. : 1 p. >. 05 
The Total Composite Adjustment test was the only 
one of this group of three chi-square analyses which was 
significant at the .05 level. The direction of change re-
vealed by these tests seemed to favor the control group, as 
was also indicated by the tests of Hypothesis I. 
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Hypothesis III 
There will be no significant difference between the 
total experimental group and the no treatment control group 
in: 
A. Composite personal-social adjustment change 
B. Personal adjustment change 
C. Social adjustment change 
These analyses are related to the difference between 
.the 160 subjects who underwent a retraining program and the 
30 member control group which did not receive retraining. 
TABLE X 
x_2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
BETWEEN THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS (fE) AND 
THE NO TREATMENT CONTROL GROUP (C2) 
Change iE C2 Totals 
High 76 21 97 
Low 84 9 93 
.·. Totals 160 30 190 
Chi-square: 5.12 d. f. : 1 p. < .05 
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TABLE XI 
2 )( ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS (iE) AND THE 
NO TREATMENT CONTROL GROUP (C2) 
Change fE C2 Totals 
High 77 18 95 
.. Low 83 12 95 
.T0tals 160 JO 190 
Chi-square: 1.43 d. f. : 1 p. > . 05 
TABLE XII 
)(2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN THE 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS (tE) AND THE NO TREATMENT 
CONTRQL GROUPS (C2) 
Change fE C2 Totals 
High 75 20 95 
Low 85 10 95 
Totals 160 JO 190 
Chi-square: J.96 d.f.:.l p. < . 05 
Chi-squares for both the Total Composite .Adjustment 
Change test and the Social Adjustment Change test were sig-
nificant at or beyond the ~05 level. The Personal Adjust-
ment Change -test was not significant. 
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As was the case previ0usly, the direction of change 
is in favor of the control group. 
Hypothesis IV 
There will be no significant differences between the 
gr©up divisi0ns (combination, vocational, academic, no treat-
ment control, and re-dropout control) in: 
A. Comp0site personal-social adjustment change 
Bo Personal adjustment change 
C. Social adjustment change 
These thirty tests were made to indicate the differ-
ences between the five group divisions which were made on 
the basis of the three dependent variables stated in the 
hypotheses. The group divisions were: 
1. Combination retraining group - the seventy-six 
experimental subjects who participated in both 
academic and vocational training programs. 
2. Vo.cati0nal training group -·This group included 
the fifty-one subjects who received only voca-
tional training. 
J. Academic training group - The thirty-three sub-
jects in this group received only academic in-
struction designed to lead to high school gradua-
tion. 
4. The no treatment control group - This group was 
comprised of those thirty students who.were not 
enrolled in any retraining program. 
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5. The eatly re-dropout control group - The twenty-
seven subjects in this group were those who began 
a retraining program but, for various reasons, 
withdrew .before fifteen per cent of their program 
was c0mpleted. 
The scores of the total number of subjects (217) were 
utilized in establishing each of the three median high-low 
,change categories required in the design 0f the study. 
Presentation of the chi-square tables f0ll0ws the 
order in which the dependent variables were stated in the 
hypetheses. All those tests of group relationship which 
invelved Total C0mposite Adjustment Change appear first. 
They are follewed by those tests relevant to .Personal Adjust-
ment Change and, next, by the Social Adjustment Change tests. 
TABLE XIII 
)(2 ANALYSIS. OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
BETWEEN THE COMBINATION TRAINING GROUP {i) 
AND THE VOCATIONAL TRAINING GROUP (2) 
Change 1 2 Totals 
High 32 28 60 
Lew 44 23 67 
Totals 76 51 127 
Chi-square: 2.00 d. f.: 1 p. > . 05 
TABLE.XIV 
x_2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
BETWEEN THE COMBINATION TRAINING GROUP (1) 
AND THE ACADEMIC TRAINING GROUP (3) 
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Change 1 3 Totals 
High 32 16 48 
Low 44 17 61 
Totals 76 33 109 
Chi-square: .J8 d. f.: 1 p. > . 05 
TABLE XV 
i(2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE.ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
BETWEEN THE COMBINATION TRAINING GROUP (1) 
AND THE NO TREATMENT CONTROL GROUP (4) 
Change 1 4 Totals 
High 32 21 53 
Low 41+ 9 53 
T0tals 76 JO 106 
Chi-square: 6.69 d. f.: 1 p. <, 01 
TABLE XVI 
'X..2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
.BETWEEN THE COMBINATION TRAINING GROUP (1) 
AND THE REDROPOUT CONTROL GROUP (5) 
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Change -1 5 Totals 
High 32 20 52 
Low 44 7 51 
Totals 76 27 103 
Chi-square: 8.15 d .f.: 1 p. ( .01 
TABLE XVII 
X2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
BETWEEN THE VOCATIONAL TRAINING GROUP (2) 
AND THE ACADEMIC TRAINING GROUP (3) 
Change 2 3 Totals 
High 28 16 44 
Low 23 17 40 
Totals 51 33 84 
Chi-square: . 33 d. f. : 1 p. >. 05 
TABLE XVIII 
~
2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMP©SITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
BETWEEN THE VOCATI©NAL TRAINING.GROUP (2) 
AND THE NO TREATMENT CONTROL GROUP (4) 
.Change 2 4 Totals 
High 28 21 49 
.. Low 23 9 32 
Totals 51 30 81 
Chi-square: 1.80 d. f.: 1 p. > . 05 
TABLE XIX 
X. 2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
BETWEEN-THE VOCATIONAL TRAINING.GROUP (2) 1 
AND THE REDROPOUT .CONTROL GROUP (5) 
Change 2 5 Totals 
High 28 20 48 
Lew 23 7 .JO 
. Te.tals 51 27 78 
Chi-square: 2.74 d. f. : 1 p. >. 05 
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TABLE XX 
~
2 ANALYSIS. OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
BETWEEN THE ACADEMIC TRAINING GROUP (3) 
AND THE NO TREATMENT CONTROL GROUP(4) 
Change 3 4 Totals 
High 16 21 37 
Lew 17 9 26 
Totals J3 30 6J 
Chi-square: 3.00 d.f.: 1 p. > . 05 
TABLE XXI 
Y2 
''- ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
BETWEEN THE ACADEMIC TRAINING GROUP (3) 
AND THE REDROPOUT CONTROL GROUP (5) 
Change 3 5 Totals 
High 16 20 36 
Lew 17 7 24 
Totals 33 27 60 
Chi-square: 4,05 d. f. : 1 p. < . 05 
TABLE XXII 
'x?- ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
BETWEEN THE NO TREATMENT CONTROL GROUP (4) 
AND THE REDROPOUT CONTROL GROUP (5) 
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Change 4 5 Totals 
High 21 20 41 
LGW 9 7 16 
T0tals 30 27 57 
Chi-square: ~11 d. f. : 1 p. >.05. 
TABLE XXIII 
7(2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
THE COMBINATION TRAINING GROUP (1) AND THE 
VOCATIONAL TRAINING GROUP (2) 
Change 1 2 Totals 
High 40 24 64 
Lew 36 '2-7 63 
.T0tals 76 51 127 
Chi-st:Iuare: .38 d. f. : 1 p. >. 05 
TABLE XXIV 
'x._2 . ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
THE COMBINATION TRAINING GROUP (1) AND THE 
ACADEMIC TRAINING GROUP (J) 
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Change 1 3 T0tals 
High 40 13 53 
Lew 36 20 56 
Totals 76 33 109 
Chi-square: 1.61 d. f. : 1 p. >. 05 
TABLE XXV 
x._2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
THE COMBINATION TRAINING GROUP (1) AND THE 
NO TREATMENT CONTROL GROUP (4) 
Change l 4 Totals 
High 40 18 58 
L©W 36 12 48 
Totals 76 JO 106 
Chi-square: .47 d. f. : l p. >. 05 
TABLE XXVI 
-x_2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
THE COMBINATION TRAINING GROUP (1) AND THE 
REDROPOUT CONTROL GROUP (5) 
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Change 1 5 Totals 
High 40 14 54 
.Low 36 13 49 
Totals 76 27 103 
Chi-square: .004 d. f. : 1 p. > . 05 
TABLE XXVII 
x.._2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
THE VOCATIONAL TRAINING GROUP (2) AND THE 
ACADEMIC TRAINING GROUP (3) 
Change 2 3 Totals 
High 24 13 37 
Low 27 20 47 
Totals 51 33 84 
Chi-square: ,48 d. f. : 1 p. > . 05 
TABLE XXVIII 
)(2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL .ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
THE VOCATIONAL TRAINING GROUP (2)AND THE 
NO TREATMENT CONTROL GROUP (4) 
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Change 2 4 T0.tals 
High 24 18 42 
L0w 27 12 39 
T0tals 51 30 81 
.Chi-square: 1.27 d. f.: 1 p. > ,05 
TABLE _XXIX 
x_ 2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
THE VOCAT.IONAL TRAINING GROUP ( 2) AND THE 
REDROPOUT CONTROL GROUP (5) 
Change 2 5 Totals 
High 24 14 38 
Lew 27 12 39 
T0tals 51 26 77 
Chi-square: .16 d. f. : 1 p. > .05 
TABLE XXX 
x_2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
THE ACADEMIC TRAINING GROUP ( 3) AND·· THE 
NO TREATMENT CONTROL GROUP (4) 
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Change 3 4 Totals 
High 13 18 31 
Low 20 12 32 
.T0tals 33 JO 63 
Chi-square: 2.67 d.f.:.l p. >. 05 
TABLE XXXI 
')(2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
THE ACADEMIC TRAINING GROUP (3) AND THE 
REDROPOUT CONTROL GROUP (5) 
Change 3 5 Totals 
High 13 14 27 
Low 20 13 33 
Totals 33 27 60 
Chi-square: . 93 d .f.: 1 p. > . 05 
TABLE XXXII 
x_2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
THE NO TREATMENT CONTROL GROUP (4) AND THE 
REDROPOUT CONTROL GROUP {5) 
Change 4 5 Totals 
High 18 14 32 
Low 12 13 25 
Totals JO 27 57 
Chi-square: .J8 d. f. : 1 p. >. 05 
TABLE XXXIII 
X2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN THE 
COMBINATION TRAINING GROUP (1) AND THE 
VOCATIONAL TRAINING GROUP (~) 
Change 1 2 Totals 
High 31 24 55 
Low 45 27 72 
T0tals 76 51 127 
Chi-square: .49 d.f.: 1 p. > . 05 
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TABLE XXXIV 
x_ 2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN THE 
COMBINATION TRAINING GROUP (1) AND THE 
ACADEMIC TRAINING GRGUP (3) 
Change 1 3 Totals 
.High 31 20 51 
.L@w 45 13 58 
T@tals 76 33 109 
Chi-square: 3. 63 d.f.: 1 p. >. 05 
TABLE XXXV 
x_2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL .ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWE'EN THE 
COMBINATION.TRAINING GROUP (1) AND THE 
.Change 
High 
Lew 
Tetals 
Chi-sEJ,uare: 
NO TREATMENT CONTROL GROUP (4) 
1 4 
31 20 
45 10 
76 30 
5.77 d. f.: 1 
Totals 
51 
55 
106 
p. < . 05 
TABLE XXXVI 
-x._2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL.ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN THE 
COMBINATION TRAINING GROUP (1) AND THE 
REDROPOUT CONTROL GROUP (5) 
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Change 1 5 Totals 
High 31 18 49 
Low 45 9 54 
Totals 76 27 103 
Chi-square: 5. 3 5 d. f. : 1 p. ( . 05 
TABLE XXXVII 
x._ 2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN THE 
VOCATIONAL TRAINING GROUP (2) AND THE 
ACADEMIC TRAINING GROUP (3) 
Change 2 3 Totals 
High 24 20 44 
Low 27 13 40 
Totals 51 33 84 
Chi-square: 1.47 d. f. : 1 p. > . 05 
·TABLE XXXVIII 
-x._2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN THE 
VOCATIONAL TRAINING GROUP (2) AND THE 
NO TREATMENT CONTROL GROUP (4) 
Change 2 4 Totals 
High 24 20 44 
Low 27 10 37 
T0tals 51 30 81 
Chi-square: 2.93 d. f.: 1 p. >. 05 
TABLE XXXIX 
x._2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN THE 
VOCATIONAL TRAINING GROUP (2) AND THE 
REDROPOUT CONTROL GROUP (5) 
.Change 2 5 Tetals 
High 24 18 42 
L0w 27 9 36 
Tetal 51 27 78 
Chi-square: 2. 73 d. f. : 1 p. > 0 05 
.TABLE XL 
x 2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN THE 
ACADEMIC TRAINING GROUP (JJ AND THE 
NO TREATMENT CONTROL GROUP (4) 
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.Change 3 4 Totals 
High 20 20 40 
.L©W ·13 10 23 
.·Tetals 33 30 .63 
Chi-square: .25 d. f.: 1 p. > . 05 
TABLE XLI 
)( 2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN THE 
ACADEMIC TRAINING GROUP (3) AND THE 
.REDROPOUT CONTROL GROUP (5) 
Change 3 5 Totals 
High 20 18 38 
·L@W 13 9 22 
·Totals 33 27 60 
Chi-s(luare: .23 d.f.: 1 p. >.05 
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TABLE XLII 
·r:._2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN THE 
NO TREATMENT.CONTROL.GROUP (4) AND THE 
REDROPOUT CONTROL GROUP (5) 
Change 4 5 Totals 
High 20 .18 38 
Low 10 9 19 
Totals 30 27 57 
Chi-square: .00 d.f.:.l p. > . 05 
When the experimental groups were compared with each 
other {groups 1, 2, and 3) no significant differences at 
the .05 level were found for any of the dependent variables. 
The same statement may also be made regarding the 
relatienship between the two . control gr0ups. ( groups 4 and 5) . 
in either Total Composite, Personal, or Social Adjustment 
Change. 
The significant (.05 level) differences resulted 
when certain experimental groups were compared to the c0n-
trol groups. When the combination gr0up (gr0up 1) was com-
pared te .each control group (groups 4 and 5), significant 
differences (.05 level) resulted in both Total Composite 
and Social Adjustment Change. 
In each of the five chi-square tests where signifi-
canoe beyend the .05 level was indicated, contrel group 
subjects appear to have made greater positive change than 
experimental group subjects. The same pattern was also 
apparent in those tests which did not reach a suitable 
level (.05) ef significance for reporting. 
· Hypothesis V 
There will be n0 significant difference between 
groups divided as to the duration of experimental treat-
ment received prior te post testing in: 
A. Composite personal-social adjustment change 
B. Persenal adjustment change 
C. Social adjustment change 
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·There were two dates established for post .testing. 
On January 4 and 5, 1965, these who terminated programs of 
26 weeks er less, one-'"half of the academic group, and one-
half of the ccmtrol subjects were post tested. The Temain-
der of the subjects were post tested on April 26 and 27, 
1965, These tests examined the difference between early 
and late post testing in the experimental groups. 
The total experimental subjects (160) were used in 
establishing median divisions ef high and lew change. 
TABLE XLIII 
-X.2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS POST~TESTED EARLY 
AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS POST---TESTED LATE 
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Change Early Late Totals 
High 51 16 67 
L©W 66 27 93 
Totals 117 43 160 
Chi-square: .525 d. f. : 1 p. >. 05 
TABLE XLIV 
'X._2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS POST-TESTED EARLY AND 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS POST-TESTED LATE 
Change Early 
High 60 
Lew 57 
T0tals 117 
_Chi-square: 2.497 
Late 
16 
27 
43 
d. f. : 1 
·T0tals 
76 
84 
160 
p. >·05 
TABLE XLV 
·x 2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS POST~TESTED EARLY AND 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS POST""TESTED LATE 
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Change Early Late Totals 
High 52 
Low 65 
T0tals 117 
20 
23 
43 
72 
88 
160 
Chi-square: .054 d. f.: 1 p.>.05 
N0 significant difference was revealed between-those 
experimental subjects who were post tested early and th0se 
who were p0st tested late. 
Hypethesis VI 
There will be no significant difference between the 
contrel group ef people who received early post tests and 
the centr0l group whe .received late post tests in: 
A. Cemposite persenal-social adjustment change 
B. Personal adjustment change 
C. Secial adjustment change 
The following tables analyze the difference between 
early and late post testing within the contr0l groups. All 
fifty-seven central subjects were used, with thirty...;.one sub-
jects tested on the early date and twenty-six on the later 
date. 
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TABLE XLVI 
x_2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
BETWEEN CONTROL GROUPS .pQST,..;TESTED EARLY 
AND CONTROL GROUPS POST~TESTEB LATE 
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Change Early Late ·T0tals 
High 20 20 40 
Low 11 6 17 
Totals 31 26 57 
Chi-square: 1.039 d. f.: 1 p. > .05 
TABLE XLVI! 
x._2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL.ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
.. CONTROL GROUPS POST""'TESTED EARLY AND 
CONTROL GROUPS POST-TESTED LATE 
Change Early 
High 16 
Lew 15 
Totals 31 
-Chi-square: . 565 
Late 
16 
10 
26 
d.f.: 1 
·Totals 
32 
25 
57 
p. >. 05 
TABLE XLVIII 
X 2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE BETWEEN 
CONTROL GROUPS POST-TESTED EARLY AND 
CONTROL GR©UPS POST~TESTED LATE 
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Change Eatly Late Totals 
High ·18 
L©W 13 
Tetals 31 
Chi-square: .319 
17 
9 
26 
d.f.: 1 
35 
22 
57 
p. >. 05 
As with experimental group-subjects, ne significant 
difference was found between those centrels. pest tested early 
and these pest tested late. 
Hypethesis VII 
There will be ne significant difference between the 
groups divided en-the persenal hist~ry characteristics indi-
cated belew in: 
A. Gempesite persenal-social adjustment change 
·B. Personal adjustment change 
C. S&cial adjustment change 
·Divisien of greups en pe~senal histery,characteris-
tics will be made en the following :basis: 
A. Length of time between scho@l dropout and re-
·training program. 
B. Empl0yment while in the retraining program 
C. Highest grade completed before drepping frem 
the academic sch@~l pr0.gram 
D. Autemebile ownership 
E. Prima_rily rural er urban lDackgreund 
.F. Marital status and children ef the .retraining 
student 
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· These t.ests were made in erder t® . examine the ·rela-
ti®nship 0.f the ·eight persenal histery characteristics te 
persenal and se.cial adjustment change in the experimental 
gr@ups. 
The ene hundred sixty experimental subjects made up 
the samples. In the 0rder ef presentation 0f the tables, 
each ind.epender:i.t variable is sh0wn in relati0n te . high,.;l0w 
,change in T0tal Cempesite Adjustment, Persenal Adjustment, 
and Se,cial Adjustment. The tables appear in multiples of 
three and an.explanati@n precedes the tables fer each.inde-
pendent variable. The results ef the tests are -repe.rted 
.foll®wing each ef the three groups e.f tables. 
A. Length ef time between scheel dropeut and the 
beginning o.f the ·retraining pro.gram is divided into ,four 
categories. ·They are: 
1. Less than li years 
2. li but less than 3 years 
J. ·More than 3 years 
. ' 
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TABLE XLIX 
x2 ANALYSIS·OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE AN]) 
. LENGTH OF TIME BETWEEN •DROPOUT AND· RETRAINING 
Change 1 2 3 Totals 
High 15 13 30 58 
.Low 19 ·28 42 89 
T.citals 34 41 72 147 
Chi:-square: 5.809 d.f.: 2 p. > . 05 
;) .. '.,:,. 
TABLE L 
x:_ 2 ANALYSIS, OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE AND LENGTH 
OF TlME BETWEEN DROPOUT AND RETRAINING 
Change 1 2 3 Totals 
·High 17 18 34 69 
-Lew 17 23 38 78 
To.ta.ls 34 41 72 147 
Chi-square: .510 d. f. : 2 p. > .05 
TABLE LI 
X 2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE AND LENGTH 
OF TIME BETWEEN·DROPOUT AND RETRAINING 
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Change 1 2 3 Totals 
··High 15 20 29 64 
.Lew 19 21 43 83 
Tetals 34 41 72 147 
Chi-square: 2.332 d. f.: 2 p. >.05 
These tests indicated that there was no significant 
reratienship in the degrees of personal-s0cial adjustment 
change of studeri.ts who were out of school for varying 
lengths of time. 
B. The f0llowing tests .measured the difference in 
personal-social adjustment change relative to.the employ-
ment status of the.experim~:ptal subject while undergoing a 
retraining program. 
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TABLE LII 
x_2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
AND EMPLOYMENT IN RETRAINING 
Change ·Empleyed 
High 15 
Lew 20 
-Te,tals 35 
Chi-square: .1.462 
Unempleyed 
52 
71 
123 
d. f. : 2 
TABLE LIII 
N@ 
Data 
2 
2 
Tetals 
67 
93 
160 
p. >. 05 
-X... 2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE. AND 
EMPLOYMENT WHILE IN RETRAINING 
No 
Change Empl9yed Unemployed .Data Totals 
High 15 61 76 
Low 20 62 2 84 
Totals 35 123 2 160 
Chi-square: 2 .328 d. f.: 2 p. > . 05 
TABLE LIV 
X. 2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE AND 
EMPLOYMENT WHILE IN RETRAINING 
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Change ·Employed Unemployed No Totals 
High 14 
.Lew 21 
Totals 35 
Chi-square: 2.220 
58 
65 
123 
d. f.: 2 
Data 
2 
2 
72 
88 
160 
p. >. 05 
No significant relationship was revealed between 
those experimental subjects who were employed and those 
who were not employed in regard to the three personal and 
social adjustment change measures. 
C. The next test concerns the highest grade cem-
pleted before dropping from the academic school program. 
The independent variable was divided and coded·· in the fol-
lowing manner: 
1. 8th grade or less 
2. Began 9th up to finishing 10th 
.3. Began 11th grade or more 
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TABLE LV 
)( 2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
AND THE HIGHEST GRADE COMPLETED BEFORE 
DROPPING FROM THE REGULAR ACADEMIC 
SCHOOL PROGRAM 
Change 1 2 3 Totals 
High 6 32 29 67 
Lew 4 47 42 93 
Totals 10 79 71 160 
Chi-square: 1.441 d. f. : 2 p. >. 05 
TABLE LVI 
x. 2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE AND THE 
HIGHEST GRADE COMPLETED BEFORE DROPPING 
Change 
High 
Lew 
Totals 
Chi-square: 
FROM THE REGULAR ACADEMIC SCHOOL PROGRAM 
1 2 3 
7 36 33 
3 43 38 
10 79 71 
2.177 d. f. : 2 
Totals 
76 
84 
160 
p. >. 05 
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TABLE LVII 
X2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE AND THE HIGHEST 
GRADE COMPLETED BEFORE BROPPING FROM THE 
REGULAR ACADEMIC SCHOOL PROGRAM 
Change 1 2 3 Totals 
High 4 37 31 72 
Low 6 42 40 88 
Totals 10 79 71 160 
Chi-square: .259 d. f.: 2 p. >. 05 
The tests indicate that there was no significant 
relationship between the categories of highest grade com-
pleted before dropping out of school and in the degree of 
personal or sacial adjustment change. 
D. The next .variable was related to automobile 
ownership. A distinction was made herein between those 
experimental students who owned and provided the major 
maintenance for their au.tomobiles and those students who 
did net. 
TABLE LVIII 
X2 ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
AND AUTOMOBILE OWNERSHIP 
Change Ownership 
High 47 
Low 61 
Totals 108 
Chi-square: .368 
No 
Ownership 
20 
32 
52 
d.f.:.l 
TABLE LIX 
)(2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
AND AUTOMOBILE OWNERSHIP 
Change Ownership 
High 55 
Low 53 
Totals 108 
Chi-square: 1.564 
No 
Ownership 
21 
31 
52 
d.f.: 1 
103 
Totals 
67 
93 
160 
p.>.05 
Totals 
76 
84 
160 
p. > . 05 
Change 
High 
Low 
Totals 
TABLE LX 
X 2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
AND AUTOMOBILE OWNERSHIP 
Ownership 
51 
57 
108 
No 
Ownership 
21 
31 
52 
Chi-square: . 663 d.f.: 1 
104 
Totals 
72 
88 
160 
p. > 0 05 
It was indicated that owning and maintaining an 
automobile had no significant relationship to Personal and 
S0cial Adjustment Change while undergoing this retraining 
program. 
E. This variable involved the division of experi-
mental subjects inte primarily rural or urban background 
categories. This division was made to test the difference 
between those coming to the retraining program from farm 
and small rural communities and those from a primarily 
urban environment. There were those subjects whose back-
ground was of such a nature that it was not p0ssible to 
previde a clear dichotomy regarding the amounts of time 
spent in the environments represented by the two categor-
ies. These subjects appear in a separate "mixed" category. 
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TABLE LXI 
X2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
AND·RURAL, MIXED,. OR URBAN BACKGROUNDS 
.Change Rural Mixed Urban Totals 
High· 6 8 53 67 
L®w 8 13 72 93 
. Totals 14 21 ._125 . 160 
Chi".'"square: .142 d ~ f.: 2 p. >. 05 
TABLE LXII 
X2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE.AND 
. RURAL, MlXED OR URBAN BACKGROUNDS 
. ! . 
Change Rural · Mixed Urban . Te.tals 
High 6 11 59 76 
-Lew 8 10 66 84 
-.. T0tals 14 21 125 160 
Chi-square: .326 d .f.: 2 p. >. 05 
Change 
High 
Low 
Totals 
TABLE LXIII 
X2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL .ADJUSTMENT CHANGE AND 
RURAL, MIXED, OR URBAN BACKGROUNDS 
Rural Mixed Urban 
5 9 58 
9 12 67 
14 21 125 
Chi-square: .625 d .f.: 2 
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Totals 
72 
88 
160 
p. > .05 
This chi-square method of analysis revealed no sig-
nificant relati0nships between the three envirenmental 
categories in Personal and Social Adjustment Change of a 
median division design. 
F. This variable is related te marital status and 
children of the retraining students. Twe sets of three 
chi-square tests were made which.relate te this independent 
variable. 
The first group of three tests invelved the marital 
circumstances of the experimental subjects. The second 
set dealt exclusively with. the .support of children while 
undergeing retraining. 
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TABLE LXIV 
X2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
AND THE MARITAL STATUS OF THE RETRAINING STUDENTS 
Divorced 
Change Married Single o.r Totals 
Se:earated 
High 36 24 7 67 
Lew 39 32 22 93 
Totals 75 56 29 160 
Chi-square: 4,926 d ~ f. : 2 p. >. 05 
TABLE LXV 
)( 2 .ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE AND THE 
MARITAL STATUS OF THE RETRAINING STUDENTS 
_Change Married Single 
·Divorced Totals 
·o.r 
.Se12arated 
High 41 24 11 76 
Lew 34 32 18 84 
Tetals 75 56 29 160 
Chi-square: 3,09 d. f.: 2 p. >. 05 
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TABLE .LXVI 
x2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE .AND THE 
MARITAL STATUS OF THE RETRAINING STUDENTS 
Divorced 
Change Married Single or Totals 
SeEarated 
High 41 24 7 72 
Low 34 32 22 88 
.Totals 75 56 29 160 
Chi-square: 8. 03 5 d. f.: 2 p.< .05 
TABLE.LXVII 
X2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE.ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
.AND THE SUPPORT OF CHILDREN 
With No Totals Change 
. Children Children 
·High 34 33 67 
Low 54 39 93 
Totals 88 72 160 
Chi-square: .842 d. f.: 1 p.>.05 
Change 
High 
Low 
Totals 
TABLE LXVIII 
X2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
AND THE SUPPORT OF CHILDREN 
With No 
Children Children 
40 36 
48 36 
88 72 
Chi-square: . 328 d. f. : 1 
TABLE LXIX 
7( 2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
AND THE SUPPORT OF CHILDREN 
Change With No Children Children 
High 37 35 
Low 51 37 
Totals 88 72 
Chi-square: .689 d.f.: 1 
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Totals 
76 
84 
160 
p. >. 05 
Totals 
72 
88 
160 
p. > . 05 
This analysis revealed a significant (.05 level) 
change in Social Adjustment in favor of the married students. 
The Total Composite Adjustment test failed only slightly to 
achieve significance at the .05 level and the direction is 
again in favor of the married group. The Personal Adjust-
ment Change was not found to be significantly related, but 
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the trend favored the married group. In each instance, 
the analysis o,f the relationship between having children 
or net having children revealed insignificant chi-square 
-results. 
Hypethesis VIII 
There will be no significant difference between the 
groups divided 0n family histqry characteristics indicated 
belew .·in: 
A. Composite personal-secial adjustment .change 
B. Personal adjustment change 
C. Social adjustment change 
Division of groups on family.history characteristics 
will be made on .the foll0wing basis: 
A. Income level ef parents or heme 
B. Parents or home situ,ation 
C. · Level of education of father and mother 
The tests invelved in this hyp0thesis were designed 
te measure the relationships ameng three specific family 
history characteristics relative to composite, personal, 
and social adjustment change. 
The tests are, again, in multiples of three. ·Each 
group of three tests relate to the independent variables 
under investigation. 
A. Income level of parents. This variable is 
divided into (1) adequate and (2) inadequate 
groupings in accordance with the c~iteria 
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discussed in Chapter III. Category three was 
·-.-::<'[_:,:· 
reserved for that group which was found not to 
be amenable to classification. 
TABLE LXX 
x2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
AND THE INCOME LEVEL OF PARENTS OR HOME 
Change 1 
High 50 
Low 62 
Totals 112 
Chi-square: 2.25 
2 
17 
31 
48 
d.f.: 
TABLE LXXI 
1 
Totals 
67 
93 
160 
p. > .05 
X 2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE AND 
THE INCOME LEVEL OF PARENTS OR HOME 
.Change 1 2 Totals 
High 57 19 76 
Low 55 29 84 
T0tals 112 48 160 
Chi-square: 3.819 d .f.: 1 p. >. 05 
Change 
High 
Low 
Totals 
TABLE LXXII 
x2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE AND 
INCOME LEVEL OF PARENTS OR HOME 
1 
54 
58 
112 
2 
18 
JO 
48 
Chi.,...square: 2. 744 d.f.: 1 
112 
Totals 
72 
88 
160 
p. >. 05 
No significant relationship was revealed between the 
experimental students when divided according to the income 
level of the parents or the home. However, the trend seemed 
to be in favor of those in the adequate income category. 
B. The next variable involves the home situation of 
the experimental students divided into four categories. 
The categories are: 
1. · Living at home - Both parents 
2. Maintaining separate abode 
J. Living at home - One paren~ absent 
4. Separate Abode - Married with spouse 
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TABLE LXXIII 
)( 2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
AND THE HOME SITUATION 
Change 1 
High 17 
Low 35 
Totals 52 
Chi-square: 5.794 
x2 ANALYSIS 
Change 1 
High 23 
Low 29 
Totals 52 
Chi-square: 3.250 
2 3 4 
14 4 32 
21 1 36 
35 5 68 
d. f.: 3 
TABLE LXXIV 
OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT 
THE HOME SITUATION 
2 3 4 
15 2 36 
20 3 32 
35 5 68 
d.f.: 3 
Totals 
67 
93 
160 
p. >. 05 
CHANGE AND 
Totals 
76 
84 
160 
p. >. 05 
Change 
High 
Low 
Tetals 
TABLE LXXV 
X2 ANALYSIS,OF .S©CIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE ANID 
THE-HOME SITUATI©N 
. . 
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1 2 J 4 Totals 
21 12 
31 23 
52 35 
2 
3 
5 
37 
31 
68 
72 
88 
160 
Chi-square: 5 .363 d. f.: 3 p. >. 05 
-~· 
Tests of these criteria indicated no significant 
- reTatienship between the feur categeries of h0me situation 
0n either of the three dependent variables. The trend, 
however, seemeq. to be in favor of those students who were 
married and living with spouse. 
C. This variable related to the level 0f education 
.of the par~nts of the retrainiQg students. Tests were 
applied to the father rs and mother's level e.f education. 
The level of education for both father and mother 
was divided into five categories. They are: 
1. 8th grade or less 
.2. Some high school 
3. High school graduate 
4. Post high school (including college) 
Change 
High 
Low 
T0tals 
.TABLE LXXVI 
X2 ANALYSIS·OF TGTAL COMPOSITE CHANGE AND 
'THE FATHER I S LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
1 2 3 4 
29 1.5 · 10 5 
41 15 12 13 
70 30 22 18 
Chi-square: 2.43 d.f.: 3 
TABLE LXXVII 
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Totals 
59 
81 
.140 
p. > . 05 
X 2 ANALYSIS OF F'ERS0NAL A0JUSTMENT CHANGE 
AND THE.FATHER•SLEVEL OF·EIDUCATI0N 
Change 1 2 3 4 Totals 
High 30 15 13 8 66 
L@w 40 '15 9 .... ·10 74 
.Tetals 70 30 22 1g ,.140 
Chi-square: 1.98 d. f.: 3 p. > . 05 
.Chang·e 
High 
Lew 
Totals 
.'J:'ABLE.LXXVIII 
x_2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE AND 
· THE FATHER'S LEVEL OF EIDUCATION 
·1 2 3 4 
33 18 .. 9 4 
37 ·12 13 · 14 
70 30 22 18 
Crii'-square: . 6. 981 d. f.: 3 
! : 
TABLE·LXXIX 
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Totals 
64 
76 
.. 140 
p. >. 05 
?(2 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL COMPOSITE .ADJUSTMENT CHANGE 
AND THE·MOTHER'S LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
Change -1 2 3 4 Totals 
.High 20 25 10 4 69 
-L©W .30 22 20 8 80 
Tetals 50 47 30 13 1.39 
Chi-square: .3.92 d. f.: 3 P·>.05. 
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·TABLE LXXX 
"X 2 ANALYSIS OF PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE AND THE 
MOTHER 1 S LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
Change 1 2 3 4 Totals 
High 23 27 9 5 64 
Low 27 20 21 7 75 
Totals 50 47 JO 12 139 
Chi-square: 6.54 d. f. : 3 p. > . 05 
TABLE LXXXI 
X2 ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT CHANGE AND THE 
MOTHER 1 S LEVEL OF EDUCATION 
Change 1 2 3 4 Totals 
High 20 21 16 4 61 
·LOW JO 26 14 8 78 
Totals 50 47 JO 12 139 
.Chi-square: 2.470 d. f. : 3 p. >. 05 
These tests, involving three degrees of freedom, 
indicated no significant relationship between the levsl of 
educati0n of the parents and personal-social adjustment of 
the experimental subjects. However, a possible slight curvi-
linear relationship was suggested. Subj ec.t 's whose· parents 
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had at least some high school and, in some cases were high 
school graduates, tended to ITJ.ake greater gains oh dependent 
variable measurements. 
CHAPTER .V 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
Analysis of pre test data indicated that there was 
no significant difference between the c0mbined experimen-
·tal and c@mbined centrel groups at the beginning 0f the 
pregram en their Total Cempesite Adjustment, Persenal 
Adjustment, and Social Adjustment, as measured by the 
California Test of Persenality. 
Eleven·0f the chi-square tests-in the study gave 
results which merit special interpretation . 
. A greater degree of change in a positive direction 
was feund in Secial Adjustmer).t and Cemposite Adjustment 
fer the total contrel greup than fer ·the total experimen-
tal greup. ·Further breakdewns ef the contrel group re-
·vealed that both the no treatment centrol group and the 
-ea~ly redrep©ut centr©l greup evidenced a significantly 
greater degree @f change than did the tetal experimental 
greup on _the· Compesite Adjustment Change variable. The 
·ne ,treatment centrol greup also indicated_a greater degree 
of Secial Adjustment Change than did the total experimen-
t.al greup. 
When the total experimental and tetal centrel grcmps 
.were divided in,te their respective sub-gr@upings of: (1) 
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combination, (2) vocational training, (3) academic training, 
(4) no treatment control, or (5) redropout control, and 
relatecl to .the three dependent variables, some additional 
evidence·is centributed in favor of the contr@l groups of 
subjects. Both the redropout control gr@up and the no treat-
ment control group indicated a greater degree of Total Com-
posite and Social Adjustment Change when compared to .the 
cembination retraining gr@up. The test comparing the aca-
demic treatment group with the redropout control group in 
Social Adjustment alse indicated a greater degree of change 
in fave.r of the redropout group. 
The cemparisen of marital status as related to social 
adjustment indicated a greater degree of change in favor of 
the married student when compared to whose who were single, 
divorced, or separated. 
The results of those tests.which failed to yield a 
significant chi-square value at the .05 level may be most 
succinctly reported in broader categories. Statistical 
tests which were utilized failed te indicate significant 
relationships between Personal Adjustment Change and any 
independent variable included in this study. 
·The tests involving the cemparisen ©f experimental 
groups with each other and those cemparing the twe control 
greups with each other failed to achieve significance when 
related to any of the three dependent variables. The ex-
perimental groups were: cembination retraining group, veca-
tional retraining group, and academic retraining .group. 
The control groups·were the no treatment group and the 
early redrop@ut group. 
Tests @f relationships between personal history 
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and family history characteristics of the experimental 
g:r0ups and the dependent variables generally failed to 
indicate a significance at the .05 levsl. These tests in-
volved the relationship of Tetal Composite, Personal, and 
S0cial Adjustment Change of the experimental students to 
the fellowing personal and family history characteristics: 
time between drepout and program entry; employment;·high-
est grade completed before dropping emt of scheol; automo-
bile ownership; rural Gr urban background; two marital 
status tests; _children; income level; parent or home situa-
ti0n; and level of education ef £ather and mother. The 
single significant finding was in the analysis r·elating 
marital status to .Total Composite Adjustment Change, which 
was reported earlier in this chapter. 
·Discussion 
It may seem semewhat strange that those significant 
tests made in this study reveal a consistent trend in favor 
of the contr0l groups of students. Such results are not in 
keeping with .the more cemmon conclusiens ef research studies 
·utilizing experimental and control groups in the design. 
The usual findings indicate a trend in favor ~f the exp~ri~ 
mental subjects. The trend in favor of the control groups 
in this case may be rather disconcerting to the reader. 
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In consideration of the possible -reasons for such 
results,- it becomes evident that an .explanation ceuld very 
well be .found at several levels sf rationale. It is also 
pessible that this result may be attributable to a-number 
of fact(§)rs, thus invelving a pessibility e.f multiple causa-
tien. with regard-ts the ·apparent advantage revealed in the 
central greups of subjects. Some of the possible -explana-
tiens are werthy sf enunciation. 
A factor which may contribute to the -results ceuld 
be f@und in the treatment which was extended te .the -experi-
mental subjects during the ceurse of their retraining prq-
grams. It was indicated in Chapter·I that the design of 
this-study did not provide fer services of a professionally 
trained guidance w@rker. The central objective ef the 
(;3.Verall research-program ef the OklahGma State·University 
Schoel Dropout Research Team.was tG_compare the effective-
ness of three basic instructienal fermats. ( academic only, 
vocatienal enly, and academic~vocational combinatien) in 
preducing secially desirable changes in subjects. Guidance 
services, as such, were not incerperated in the inquiry. 
Ne ,curricular inc0,rperati@ns were made which were designed 
for the direct and ex13licit purp@se: qf dealing with values 
or attitudes relative ·to pers.enal or so.cial adjustment 
changes. It is alse true that n@ direct treatment rela-
tive t0 persenal or social adjustment was provided for the 
two centrel gr@ups during the same peri@d of time. 
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It should be noted that this study was essentially 
an appendage on the overall school dropout research design, 
and was carried out in addition to analyses planned for 
that program. The study reported herein.is a supplemental 
kind of examination rather than an integral part qf the 
originally planned research. Further, the-study is rele-
vant to the subjects included in this program and caution 
must be taken in.making generalizations to ,other programs 
which may have different curricular structure or which may 
provide professional guidance services on an individual or 
group basis. 
An explanation of the differences which are indicated 
in this study may be found in the kinds of interpersonal 
interactions in which the experimental and control groups 
were involved during the time between pre and post testing. 
Those subjects in the experimental groups were engaged in 
the more cl6sed type of societal interaction of students 
undergoing training and education in the school context. 
At the beginning of the program, their role in the social 
environment was at least somewhat altered by their -return 
to .the social climate of the school. It also seems possi-
ble that their personal perspectives.were changed in regard 
to .their view qf themselves. 
Those students in the control groups continued in 
, 
essentially the same life style and social context as they 
had prior to pre testing, thus undergoing little or no 
alteration in their pattern of living as a result of a 
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retraining program. It may not be unreasonable that their 
continued coping with the social environ in which they find 
themselves has led to a higher degree of social adjustment 
for the control subjects than that of the experimental stu-
dents who, by virtue of enrollment in a retraining program, 
have changed their social context. More succinctly, the 
world of the student may have different social character-
istics than those of the world of the person the same age 
who is not in a school setting. ·Further, the change from 
one social context to another may have implications which 
are reflected in the measured personal and social adjust-
ment of the individual. However, while observable trends 
during the limited period of the study seem to favor the 
control group in these respects, it would not necessarily 
follow that long-term changes might not indeed reverse this 
.trend as coping behaviors of retrained students begin to 
prove effective, .thus resulting in possibly marked changes 
in self concept and social adjustment modes. A two-year 
follow~up of subjects included in this study will be con-
ducted under the sponsorship of the Ford Foundation and the 
Oklahoma State University Research Foundation. Follow-up 
data should indicate whether there is, in fact, such a 
ncatching upn by subjects included in the experimental 
groups. 
Another significant factor which may be easily over-
looked when discussing the control group's significantly 
higher degree of Social and Total Composite change during 
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the time of _study is the secondary, but nontheless impor-
tant, factor that the experimental groups apparently made 
less change during .the pre-post testing period. These 
groups tended te .cluster closely to the median division 
lines,, which. themselves tend to center near .zero change. 
This indicates strongly that little change did, in fact, 
.occur in Personal, Social, and Total Cemposite Adjustment 
in.experimental group subjects. 
A series of "t" tests were computed to determine 
if significant change did, in fact, occur ·between pre and 
post testing.in the experimental.and control gro-ups.rela-
tive to.the three dependent variables. The tests revealed 
that significant change did occur in all .but one instance. 
The experimental group failed to .evidence significant change 
in. Social Adjustment. The centrol groups did, .. however, seem 
to evidence greater change in terms of Composite and Social 
Adjustment. Beth the experimental and control groups in-
dicated similar amounts of change in Personal:Adjustment. 
Consideration of fact9rs of the foregoing ,nature 
also lead to .the discussion of the .ramifications of the 
design ef the study and measuring instruments. used which 
may-have inadvertently influenced the findings. 
·It may be suggested that the control group was aware 
that a training prqgram had been conducted and that they 
had not participated. ·Higher adjustme:qt scores may have 
resulted from their desire to appear well or to justify 
their pesitien as nen-participants. Also, in regard to 
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.the control group, the post testing of controls was of 
necessity done in smaller groups and in a somewhat mo.re 
personal climate. Consciousness of this individualized 
treatment may have caused control subjects to "fake good" 
on the post test so as to avoid embarrassment if the test 
administrator ·examined indi victual test i tern responses. 
It was stated in the limitations secti0n.of Chap-
ter ·I and in Chapter III that the test used te measure the 
dependent variables--namely, the California Test of Person-
ality--'contains those structural weaknesses characteristic 
of persenality tests in general. The standard error of 
measurement of the instrument is: 3.72 for Personal Adjust-
ment,.3.48 for Social Adjustm~nt, and 5.56 for Total Com-
posite Adjustment. These standard errors of measurement 
are magnified to some extent when a change measure between 
pre and post testing of the instrument is. used. Stated 
more directly, when the pre test is administered, the 
scores are subject to the stated standard error measure-
ment. When the equivalent form of the test is administered 
on a post test basis, the scores are again subject to the 
standard error of measurement. Thus, when a pre-post change 
measure is used, it is based upon the two sets of scores, 
each of which is subject to s0me unreliability. It must 
be stated that the error is not doubled by using the change 
score, but is, however, increased. This problem was by-
passed at least in part by selection of the chi-square 
statistic for making tests. The probability of a subject 1 s 
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score exceeding the inter-cell cut-off point (distribution 
median) due to unreliability inherent in the California 
Test of Personality seems to be no greater for one criterion 
group ·than for another. 
A factor which is worthy of consideration is the 
·somewhat gross nature o.f the chi-square method of analysis 
.when applied to groups divided upon a median change basis. 
Such a division attributes equal wei.ght to those scores 
which are located close to the median division and to those 
scores which are lo.cated well out from the median division. 
This factor may be particularly salient. to .this study, as 
there was a tendericy fer subjects in each·of the groups to 
distribute themsel~es closely on both sides of the median 
high-low change division. 
Recommendations 
It is.readily apparent that recommendations relative 
to a research study are based upon experiences and observa-
tions which were encountered during the course of operation-
alizing a given procedure. It is unlikely that .even the 
best designed experimental study will be carried to comple-
tion with@ut some degree of unforeseen incidents.when.the 
subjects for the study are located outside the laboratory 
and are, in a large sense, volunteers. A very similar kind 
of situation occurs when any new: approach is attempted, 
such as the retraining program investigated in this study. 
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In view of these kinds of unexpected occurrences, the fol-
lowing recemmendations are felt by the researcher to be 
most apropos. 
This study could have been improved somewhat by 
identifying and testing contTol group subjects separate 
and apart from the training program centext. Such a pro-
cedure would have provided a better indication of the de-
gree of adjustment change that may occur among individuals 
who are provided with no training. 
A recommendatien may be made relative to the matter 
ef experimental design. Due to the manner in which the 
groups distributed themselves, it may be suggested that a 
more finite measure of adjustment change could reveal a 
more distinct division relative to the three dependent 
variables. The chi-square method of analysis is a some-
what gross kind of treatment and requires a rather high 
degree of change to have occurred in order to yield signi-
ficant findings. An example of another kind of analysis is 
the Kolmogorov-Smirnev test which allows the researcher to 
classify the dependent variable into a greater number of 
cellular divisions. This would provide for different 
categorizations for those subjects who evidenced a great 
deal of change and for those who changed little. It would 
also allow the researcher to make comparisons of propor-
tions rather than frequencies. 
An indication which seems to be supported by this 
study is one which related to desired change in retraining 
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programs. This evidencB indicates that personal and social 
adjustment change does not come about as a .result of pro-
viding a retraining program, per se. ·If the change in per~ 
senal and-social attitudes are an expressed objective of 
-the program, it would seem advisable to incorporate some 
type of planned treatment for the retraining subjects . 
. Alse, leng term effects as well as short term effects. of 
such experimental treatment should be studied since it is 
c0nceivable that diff~rences might be found in this respect. 
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